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2 
"All about us, scientists and teachers, writers and broadcasters, museum curators and 
science centre explainers are attempting to provide the general public with improved 
access of science", goes John Durant while explaining and at the same time posing 
questions about the meaning and goals of achieving what is known as 'public 
understanding of science' in Britain, 7a culture scientifique' in France and 'scientific 
literacy' in the United States (Durant, 1992:129). In India too, since the time of its 
first prime minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, 'scientific temper' or 'scientific attitude' has 
been in discussion in the groves of academia as. well as the corridors of power. 
However, it is only recent that efforts are being made by various governmental and 
non-governmental organizations in India to popularize science and inculcate scientific 
temper among the masses. 
An important instrument of science communication is the mass media and 
researches suggest a heavy reliance on newspapers for information related to science. 
According to a MORI/OST survey, conducted in the UK, 74% people wish to receive 
information about science through newspapers (Boddington and Coe, 2000:24). 
Nelkin asserts, "...most people understand science and technology less through direct 
experience than through the filter of journalism. Newspapers, popular magazines and 
television are their only contact with what is going on in technical fields" (Nelkin, 
1989:54). In India too studies indicate that for 43.7% populace print medium is an 
important source of scientific knowledge (Raza et al, 1996:26). According to 
Tunstall (1977:23), "The newspaper is, arguably the archetype as well as the 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
3 
prototype of all modern mass media and 'news' is the central ingredient of the 
newspaper." 
There is no doubt that news writers and journalists play an important role in 
making communication possible and effective. The science writers are aptly 
described by William Laurence, of the New York Times, one of the earliest science 
journalists, as the true descendents of Prometheus taking "...the fire from the 
scientific Olympus, the laboratories, and the universities and bringing] it down to the 
people" (Nelkin, 1987:1). Undoubtedly from Laurence's times in the 1930's the 
number of science writers employed in a newspaper and the amount of space allotted 
to coverage on scientific matters in the USA and elsewhere has increased. 
An important function of science writers is to filter as well as evaluate works 
done by experts. June Goodfield (1981:11) has given us the reasons for 
communicating science to the public, and these range from culture to education, from 
government to politics. Vilanilam (1993:13) emphasizes the importance of the media 
of the developing countries in helping the public by bringing to light the kind of S&T 
(Science and Technology) schemes which have been allocated large public funds. In 
his words, "When S&T organizations are recipients of vast public funds, the work of 
scientists should be overseen by popular representatives. This is especially necessary 
in poor countries because scarce resources are allocated for S&T schemes. If those 
schemes cater only to a small section of the population, the people's representatives 
have to re-examine the need for such schemes. This is where the media can help the 
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public". According to him media often do not take the trouble of making the experts 
share ideas with the public through their channels. 
Ideally the efforts of the media must be matched by the inclination of the 
experts to address real-life issues affecting the general public. As pointed out by 
Goodfield "The Concord supersonic transport, recombinant DNA and even the Green 
Revolution, all have been the special concern of special interest groups, but in the end 
the public pays the bill (or reaps the reward) and so the public must know what goes 
on in S&T". Goodfield holds that "...since the experts and special interest groups will 
not be enthusiastic in sharing full information with the public, the media should do 
the sharing" (Goodfield, 1981:14). 
There is considerable opinion that the media should not be a passive purveyor 
of information doled out by experts. John Ziman starts by saying, "The popularization 
of science in the mass media is of immense social value" and goes on to assert that 
the media should resist the automatic acceptance of experts' advice since it is 
weighed more on the side of what is technically possible or optimal than what is 
socially desirable. This is possible once a good journalist "...acquaints] himself with 
the essential expert opinions and draw[s] attention to the most significant features of a 
complex argument. If he really knows his stuff, he can distinguish between genuine 
expertise and bogus authority" (Goodfield, 1981:14). 
The above advice apart, the problems in communicating science are manifold 
some of which may simply be subsumed as professional hazards. It may suffice for 
the purpose of this thesis to mention few of the important ones. Dorothy is quiet right 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
5 
when she says, "Journalists, particularly those with limited experience in science 
reporting, are vulnerable to manipulation by their sources of information - who are, 
in most cases, scientists" (Nelkin, 1989:63). She cites other reasons too for uncritical 
acceptance of the experts' version, when she says, "Some science writers are in awe 
of scientists: others are intimidated. But most are bewildered by the complexity of 
technical issues" (Nelkin, 1989:63). 
Another important factor that influences the coverage of science in media is 
the inherent tension between science writers in mass media with the lay public as the 
audience and the scientists. There is a notable conceptual difference in their views of 
what constitutes "news". The press reels under the pressure to give the latest and the 
most novel to their readers and therefore tends to publish tentative research results as 
definitive. Scientists on the other hand do not regard their work worthy of any news 
coverage unless it is certified by their community, to use the Kuhnian phrase. 
Journalists have to take care of readability factor too which often leads to distortion or 
oversimplification in the eyes of the scientists. Newsworthiness is another criterion 
that a science story should correspond to in order to get published. According to 
Gastel (1983:30), "...newsworthiness frequently depends on the proper balance of 
familiarity and novelty". Unfamiliarity of a news item and such attributes as surprise 
and wonder are considered essential to command attention in the media. Science 
stories are therefore often transformed accordingly. Not surprisingly, "Gee Whiz 
Science", named so after presenting the works of William Randolph Hearst and 
Joseph Pulitzer in 'popular form', is abhorred by the scientists and loved by the 
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editors. According to Boyce Rensberger, a senior editor of Science 83 has something 
different to say, "The 'gee whiz' story, as detractors like to call it, is...the heart of 
science writing. It's the reaction every scientist would like to elicit from colleagues 
through a professional paper. 'Gee whiz' after all is an expression of fascination and 
appreciation felt upon learning of some new and compelling piece of knowledge. 
That's what science is really all about" (Gastel 1983:31). Still, for Dr. Hillier 
Krieghbaum "The trauma of having their activities misrepresented was so intense that 
even decades later and despite the rise of professional, full-time science journalists, 
older scientists told newcomers of the 'horrors' of having work reported in the mass 
media" (Burkett 1986:19). 
Although journalists and scientists may sharply differ in their concept of 
science news, there is an agreement nevertheless on science being an important social 
activity and its awareness among the masses crucial for a nation's development. The 
present study proceeds with the assumption that by understanding the modes and 
methods of science communication through newspapers among the literate public, 
one can gain some insight into its character as a motor as well as indicator of cultural 
progress. 
An attempt therefore has been made through this research to analyse science 
news in India and the UK, since science communication is linked essentially to the 
level of social maturity, it can be better understood in terms of comparison between 
countries with different trajectories of development. The present study compares the 
coverage pattern of science news in Indian and British newspapers in order to 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
7 
discover similarities and differences in communicating science to the public of a developing 
and a developed nation. Since the two countries, India and the UK differ a great deal in their 
politico-economic status, culture and traditions, it might be reasonable to assume that the 
study will highlight more differences than similarities. 
A pilot study was conducted before the actual work was taken up in order to code science 
news into broad categories (for coding frame see appendix). The coding frame adopted for 
this study comprises 12 items as shown in Appendix of this thesis. The item 'category of 
science news' and 'headline information' is coded with the help of operational definitions 
enumerated on pp 13-16. These operational definitions sufficiently help in coding science 
news under seven different categories as these definitions encompass the basic features for 
identifying the category of news. 
The study led to the following classification of science news for the purpose of this 
dissertation: 
1. Medical Science and Health 
2. Environmental Science 
3. Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology 
4. Computer Science 
5. Space Science 
6. Nuclear Science (civil and military) 
7. General Science 
The two major national dailies chosen for this study are for India The Times of India 
and The Times in the case of UK during the period 1987-1998. The basis of comparison is 
the frequency of publication of science news as well as the quantum of space allotted to it in 
the two newspapers. The space devoted to scientific issues in Indian and British newspapers 
can be considered to be a reasonably accurate indicator of the interest shown by the 
Indian and British media in scientific issues as well as a 
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reflection of their respective agendas. The comparison may also reflect the degree of 
awareness and scientific attitude of the literate public. The decade chosen for the 
present study is significant insofar as researches in the fields of medicine, genetic 
engineering and health are concerned. During this period issues relating to 
environment gained importance as never before and the world over environmental 
issues were debated in different media at different levels. Advances in the field of 
genetic engineering, digital science and medicine too posed serious ethical and legal 
questions leading to controversies and serious debates. 
Methodology and Structure 
For the study of science news in India, The Times of India, the flagship brand 
of the Bennet & Coleman Group was selected. The paper is India's premier English 
daily and the world's largest circulated English broadsheet daily. Headquartered at 
New Delhi, The Times of India is published from more than 10 cities across India and 
claims to have a circulation of 2.7 million. The main edition of The Times of India 
consists of 20 pages and is currently priced at Rupees 2.00 on weekdays and Rupees 
3.40 on Sundays. 
For the study of science news coverage in UK, The Times was selected which 
is one of the longest established newspapers in Britain and is known internationally. 
The media mogul Rupert Murdoch's News International, whose newspapers 
constitute 35% of national daily sales in the UK, owns The Times whose circulation 
increased from 285,000 in 1965 to 718,213 in 2000 (Poole, 2002). 
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The two newspapers were analysed for their coverage of science news and 
apart from the space devoted, frequency and other factors were also looked into. 
Placement was one such factor as placement of news in a newspaper indicates the 
importance accorded to a subject. 
The source of news is the fourth factor which is important in explaining the 
policy of a newspaper with regard to the coverage of science news. It has been found 
that newspapers having access to better resources use their own correspondents as 
compared to those depending upon the news agency reports. 
The number of articles published on a particular subject and the space 
allocated to it indicates the editorial policy as well as the attention and importance a 
newspaper attaches to that subject, and the degree to which the paper informs its 
reader. Thus it is expected that the frequency of the publication of science news as 
well as the space given to it in the two newspapers will give an insight into coverage 
pattern and approach of the two newspapers. 
In view of these factors it is hypothesized that the overall coverage of science 
news in The Times of India will be different from that of The Times (Ho: The overall 
coverage of The Times of India is the same as that of The Times). The following 
research questions will be raised to navigate the search for an overall understanding 
of the various dimensions of science communication in specific cultural 
environments: 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
10 
1. What is the extent of science news coverage in The Times of India and The 
Times! 
2. What are the various types or categories of science news which have been 
given better coverage in terms of the space allotted? 
3. What are the dominant scientific issues that have been given the front page 
coverage? 
4. What are sources that the two English dailies of India and the UK rely on in 
covering science news? 
5. How is the coverage pattern of science news of the two newspapers different? 
The answers to these questions can be found through a content analysis of the 
two newspapers, which according to Berleson, "...is the earliest, most central and still 
the most widely practical method of research" (McQuail 1997: 277). Therefore, 
traditional content analysis, which represents a dominant empirically oriented 
paradigm following Berelson's definition, has been used for this study. 
In the words of Krippendorff (2004) content analysis, "...is a research 
technique for making replicable and valid inferences from texts (or other meaningful 
matter) to the contexts of their use." Berelson (1952:18) defines it as "...a research 
technique for the objective, systematic and quantitative description of the manifest 
content of communication". The underlying principle is that the surface meaning of a 
text is fairly unambiguous and can be read by the investigator and expressed in 
quantitative terms. The methods deployed can be replicated by others and findings are 
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made open to challenge, "Any judgment of moral or aesthetic value is avoided and all 
such methods are in principle instrumental - means to other ends. They can be used to 
answer questions about the links between content, creators, social context and 
receivers. The numerical balance of elements in the text (such as the number of words 
or space/time allocated to a set of topics) is taken to be a reliable guide to the overall 
meaning" (McQuail, 1997:276). 
The importance and efficacy of content analysis has been emphasized time 
and again by different experts of the field. Newman (1997: 272) defines content 
analysis as "...a technique for gathering and analyzing the content of text", and 
content to him is "words, meanings, pictures, symbols, ideas, themes, or any message 
that can be communicated". The text according to him is, "anything written, visual, or 
spoken that serves as a medium for communication. It includes books, newspaper or 
magazine articles, advertisements, speeches...or works of art". 
Content analysis can be traced back to almost a century and since then it has 
been widely used in such fields as literature, history, journalism, political science, 
education, psychology and so on. Max Weber suggested the use of content analysis in 
order to study newspapers at the first meeting of the German Sociological Society in 
1910 (Newman, 1997:273). 
Berger describes content analysis as "a research technique based upon 
measuring (counting) the amount of something (violence, percentages of Blacks, 
women, professional types, or whatever) in a random sampling of some forms of 
communication (such as comics, sitcoms, soap operas, news shows)." Berger further 
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explains that "...the basic assumption implicit in content analysis is that an 
investigation of messages and communication gives insights into the people who 
receive these messages" (Berger, 1991:92). 
Reference Period and Data Collection 
Seven consecutive issues, excluding the Sunday edition, of each different 
month are selected for twelve years to cover all twelve months. Such coverage has 
demanded the addition of an extra year beyond the reference period. Thus the first 
sample is drawn from January 1 (Thursday) to January 8 (Thursday), 1987, and the 
second from February 9 (Tuesday) to February 16 (Tuesday), 1988, and so on. The 
last of the representative samples is dated December 31 (Thursday), 1998. The first 
date of the sample, i.e. January 1, 1987 was randomly selected. Thereafter stratified 
sampling was used to ensure that the sample is representative one and all the 12 
months as well as the years and also the days of the week are represented. 
The primary data from the two newspapers was collected manually by 
measuring the space allotted to science news in column centimeters. This primary 
data was collected from different libraries of Aligarh (Seminar Library of the 
Department of Mass communication and Maulana Azad Library, Aligarh Muslim 
University) and New Delhi (British Council Library, Kasturba Gandhi Marg and the 
Parliament Library) 
In all 168 editions and 5,354 news pages of the two newspapers were 
analysed. Most of the issues of The Times of India were available locally, in the 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
13 
Seminar Library of the Department of Mass Communication and Maulana Azad 
Central Library of Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, and data could be collected 
without much difficulty. The data from The Times, London, was initially collected 
from the British Council Library, New Delhi, where it was available on microfilm 
and later from the Parliament Library, New Delhi. 
The unit of analysis is a single newspaper science news story. The science 
news for the purpose of this study coded all the news stories which fell under the 
seven broad categories mentioned earlier. The taxonomy of science news was arrived 
at through an analysis of the headlines and lead paragraphs. In other words the 
headline or the lead paragraph of a news story that mentioned any one of the seven 
broad categories was naturally allotted that particular category. 
News stories for this study do not include opinion pieces or cartoons. The 
method adopted for this study is mainly quantitative, although the qualitative 
significance of science news has also been considered. 
Operational definitions of the various categories of science news are as 
follows: 
1- Medical science and health - Under this category all those news stories were 
selected for analysis in which topics related to health, disease, fitness or anything 
related to research in these areas were mentioned in the headlines or lead paragraphs. 
Stories with such headlines as, "An embryonic hope for diabetes cure" by Evelyn 
Brodie (The Times, July 20, 1993, page 15) or "Heart injections offer relief from 
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angina" (The Times of India, December, 1998, page 13) were coded under this 
category. 
2- Environmental science - All those news stories which mentioned in the headlines 
or lead paragraphs, topics related to environment such as different kinds of pollution, 
global warming, etc. were selected for analysis under this broad category. For 
example a news story written by Nick Nuttall, Environment Correspondent, published 
in The Times of July 20, 1993 on page 9 was coded under the category of 
environmental science which carried the headline, "Residents fear noise, smells, 
congestion and accidents; opposition to local airports is signaled for take off'. News 
stories on wild life and Earth Summit held at Rio de Janeiro in June, 1992 were also 
coded under 'environmental science'. 
3- Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology- News stories dealing with the subject 
of genetic engineering or biotechnology in their headlines or lead paragraphs were 
selected under this category for analysis. A news story with the headline, "Gay Gene 
raises screening fear" written by Nigel Hawkes, the Science Editor was coded under 
this category (The Times, July 17, 1993, page 3). 
4- Computer Science- In this broad category of science news all stories carrying 
news related to computers and digital science or research in these fields in their 
headlines or lead paragraphs were selected for analysis. A news story published in 
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The Times of India on December 25, 1998 on page 11 was coded under this category. 
The particular news story carried the headline, "Educators embrace computers that 
can grade essays". 
5- Space science- News stories which were about science related to space or research 
related to it and mentioned so in the headlines or lead paragraphs were selected for 
analysis under this broad category. A news story carrying the headline, "NASA plans 
flying power stations" was coded under this category (The Times of India, November 
18, 1997, page 13). 
6- Nuclear science- News stories which were about the advancement of science and 
technology in the field of nuclear science both for civil as well as military purposes 
and mentioned these topics in the headlines or lead paragraphs were coded for 
analysis under this broad category. A news story which carried the headline, "Russia 
puts new N-missiles on full combat readiness" was coded under this category (The 
Times of India, December 28,1998, page 12). 
7- General Science- News stories which dealt with such topics related to science or 
research in the field of science and technology in their headlines or opening 
paragraphs, that did not fit into any of the categories mentioned above, such as news 
related to agricultural science or pure science research or a news item on scientific 
attitude were coded under this category. For example a news report on innovative 
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methods of science teaching with the headline, "Science without friction" by Nick Nuttall 
(The Times, July 17, 1993, page 7) was coded under this category. Another such story was 
published in The Times of India (November 18, 1997, page 4) with the headline, "Need to 
inculcate scientific temper". 
In such cases where news stories dealt with more than one topic, categories were 
allotted on the basis of emphasis placed on a particular issue or subject in the headline and/or 
the lead paragraph. 
Sampling Method 
News stories on science belonging to the above seven broad categories were selected in a 
way that a census was taken of the science news published in seven consecutive days of 12 
different months belonging to 12 different years. This fits in well with Stempel's (1952) 
model, which drew separate samples of 6,12,18,24, and 48 issues of a newspaper and 
compared the average content of each sample in a single subject category against the total for 
the entire year. Stempel found that each of the five sample sizes was adequate and that 
increasing the sample beyond 12 issues did not significantly improve sampling accuracy. 
Similarly, a census of science news was drawn from seven editions of both the newspapers 
dated January 1 to January 8; first seven days of the month excluding Sunday for the year 
1987. Likewise for the next year i.e., 1988, a census of science news was drawn from 
February 9 to February 16, excluding February 14, 1988 which was a Sunday. Thus a strict 
sampling method for a span of 12 years is used here for the content analysis of the two 
newspapers. The method has been carefully chosen to ensure that each day of the week is 
represented 13 times which makes each day of the week equally represented in the sample 
through repetition of the days in the entire reference period of 12 years. This is a slight 
modification of the Stemple's standard protocol of sampling method. 
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In this way all the 12 years as well as months stood represented in the sample. 
In a rare case where the specific date's paper was not available, an edition of the next 
available day was substituted. Overall 84 different issues of each newspaper; The 
Times, London and The Times of India, New Delhi edition were analysed for this 
study. 
This study entitled, "A Comparative Study of Newspaper Coverage Pattern of 
Science news in India and UK, 1987-1997" is presented in six chapters and a 
'Conclusion' that locates its major findings within a larger context and their wider 
implications. 
Chapter 1 gives an account of major content analyses conducted in India and 
elsewhere in the last few decades. The study of the literature of the mass media 
communication of science reflects a particular trend and interest in the content 
analysis both quantitative and qualitative. Results of these studies could be effectively 
used in making the communication of science more engaging. 
Chapter 2 traces the growth and development of the communication of science 
right from the time of the British rule in India in the 19th century when modern 
science was introduced and later on given a fillip by Indian intellectuals like 
Mahendra Lai Sarkar and Syed Ahmad Khan. This chapter also highlights the 
initiatives taken by the Indian government after Independence and summarizes the 
reasons behind the current state of science communication in India. 
Chapter 3 deals with the dissemination of science to the public in the UK from 
the sixteenth century onwards when scientists formed secret societies and science as a 
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body of knowledge was in direct conflict with the Church. This chapter further 
journeys through the Industrial Revolution in the 18th century to the two World Wars 
which challenged and proved the powers of science in matters both spiritual and 
materialistic. The dwindling love-hate relationship with science that Western society 
gradually developed with the realization that the un-mindful use of science could lead 
to more problems than solutions continues till date. 
Chapters 4 and 5 attempt to find answers to the research questions posed 
earlier in this chapter by locating the extent of science news coverage in The Times of 
India and The Times; categories of science news which have been given better 
coverage in terms of the space allotted; dominant scientific issues that have been 
given the front page coverage and sources that the two English dailies rely on. 
Chapter 6 analyses the coverage pattern of science news in India and UK in a 
comparative perspective with the help of graphic representations of quantitative data 
as well as evaluate the degree of difference between the science news coverage of the 
two dailies with the help of chi-square test. 
The major findings are summarized in the "Conclusion", which brings 
together the reasons behind the gap and tension between the present status of science 
communication through newspapers in India and the UK. The study, to the best of my 
knowledge, is the first of its kind, and may therefore suffer from the disadvantages of 
a pioneering effort. I shall consider my labours amply rewarded if the issue is placed 
in perspective and prepare ground for further research. 
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Science communication over the years seems to have gathered pace to accumulate 
sufficient interest to push it to the forefront in the field of mass media research. The 
literature on mass media communication of science of the last few decades shows a 
particular trend and interest in content analysis both quantitative and qualitative and 
there has been an extensive use of the method of content analysis to analyse large 
data. 
The method goes back to at least a couple of centuries as Krippendorff (2004) 
points out in his book "Content analysis: an introduction to its methodology" while 
discussing an 18th century Swedish study of Songs o/Zion, ninety hymns of unknown 
authorship. Krippendorff asserts it to be one of the earliest documented cases of 
quantitative analysis of printed texts and goes on to say, "The collection had passed 
the Royal Swedish censor, but soon after its publication it was blamed for 
undermining the orthodox clergy of the Swedish state church" (Krippendorff 2004:4). 
The established scholars of the time got involved with their opinions divided over the 
interpretations of the symbols used in the songs. It was through an extensive effort 
that lists of symbols used in the songs were prepared and their meanings were 
compared with those taught in the official church. The issue of whether interpretation 
of songs should be literal or metaphorical became and remained a subject of much 
heated debate. 
Krippendorff (2004:4) refers to Eugen Lobl's work published in German in 
1903 as popularly read in journalistic circles, which contributed to the idea of 
Publizistic, or newspaper science. The book, published in German, contained an 
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elaborate classification scheme for analysing the "inner structure of content" related 
to the social functions that newspapers perform. 
However, according to Wimmer (2003), modern content analysis can be 
traced back to World War II when Allied Intelligence units painstakingly monitored 
the number and types of popular songs played on European radio stations. The Allied 
Forces using methods of content analysis tried to measure the changes in troop 
concentration on the European continent. They also compared the music played on 
German stations with that of other stations in occupied Europe. In the Pacifies, 
communications between Japan and various island bases were carefully tabulated; an 
increase in message volume to and from a particular base usually indicated some new 
operation involving that base. 
Hansen rightly suggests that "While these studies were a case of using content 
analysis for finding out about the intentions of the originator of messages, the aim of 
content analysis in media research has more often been that of examining how news, 
drama, advertising and entertainment output reflect social and cultural issues" 
(Hansen 1998:92). Hansen also points out that many important content studies have 
been conducted by the leading sociologists of this century to gauge the 'cultural 
temperature' of society "...for establishing long-term cultural indicators comparable 
to the indicators used by economists and politicians in the monitoring of the 
economy" (Hansen: 1998:92). 
This might well be true, take for instance in the 1930s eminent scholars like 
Harold Lasswell in order to discover the elements involved in the formation of public 
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opinion called for a continuing survey of "world attention" as reflected in trends in 
media coverage of various social issues. Content analysis was also found to be 
efficacious to verify the authorship of historical documents. For instance, studies by 
G. Yule in 1944 published under the title "The statistical study of literary vocabulary" 
counted words in documents of questionable authenticity and compared their 
frequencies with the same words in documents whose authors were known. The same 
technique was successfully used in 1995 in a study by C. Martindale and D. 
McKenzie to attribute to the authorship of 12 disputed "Federalist Papers". The study 
was published in Computers and the Humanities under the title "On the Utility of 
Content Analysis in Author Attribution" (Wimmer, 2003:140). 
Such detective cases highlighted the usefulness of quantification in content 
analysis in literary fields too. In the late 40's content analysis was used by mass 
media researchers to study propaganda in newspapers and radio. However, it was the 
major research programmes, especially in the early 1940s, of Harold Lasswell and his 
associates which contributed a great deal towards development of content analysis as 
a formal method of social science enquiry. A desire to make social enquiry 
'scientific' on the lines of the controlled, systematic, objective and predictive 
methods of the natural sciences helped too. With the publication in 1952 by Bernard 
Berelson of his book "Content Analysis in Communication Research", content 
analysis gained further recognition and established itself as a tool for media scholars 
and in no time gained popularity due to its easy and accurate yielding of results. The 
popularity became obvious with the report by Tannenbaum and Greenberg which 
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showed content analysis of newspapers as the largest single subject of master's theses 
in mass communication in 1968. Later Comstock in 1975 listed more than 225 
content analyses of television programming (Wimmer, 2003). 
The concerns about portrayal of violence on television and the treatment of 
women and minority groups in print and television advertising and in music videos 
further popularized content analysis technique among mass media researchers. In a 
study E.A. Moffett and J.R. Dominick in 1987 found that in the Journal of 
Broadcasting and Electronic Media share of content analysis was 21% of all the 
quantitative studies published from 1977 to 1985 (Wimmer, 2003). 
Other study by R. Cooper, W.J. Potter and M. Dupagne published in 
Journalism Educator in 1994 reported that 25% of all quantitative studies in mass 
communication from 1965 to 1989 were content analyses. D. Riffe and A. Freitag in 
an interesting study titled, "A Content Analysis of Content Analyses", published in 
Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly in 1997, found about 25% of the 
1,977 full-length research articles published in Journalism and Mass Communication 
Quarterly from 1971 to 1995 to be based on content analyses. Communication 
Abstracts listed more than 90 content analytic studies for 1999 and 2000, indicating 
that it is still a favoured research technique (Wimmer, 2003: 140). 
The method of content analysis has proved to be valuable in diverse fields of 
research. For example an early study by sociologist Leo Lowenthall dealt with 
"biographies in popular magazines". The classification of biographies was on the 
basis of the area they represented, i.e. political life, business and the professions, or 
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entertainment (Berger, 1991:92). His studies indicated an increase over the years in 
the number of published biographies. It was also noted that number of articles on 
politicians and businessmen/professionals declined while that on entertainers 
increased. Lowenthall thus suggested that the earlier biographical articles focused on 
"idols of production" (providing education and orientation) and the later articles 
focused on "idols of consumption". He further explained how these "idols of 
consumption" related to matters such as our attitudes toward childhood, success, 
adjustment and the socializing function of these biographies. 
Denham and Miller (1993) used content analysis to study the reporting of 
presidential campaigns during 1988 and 1992. The study focused on qualitative terms 
such as horse-race themes, substantive and image issues and opinion polls. The study 
as claimed by the researchers suggests that in qualitative analysis of substantive and 
image issues there is substantial reporting of respondent attitudes with modest 
attention devoted to explaining why those attitudes may have existed or how they 
may have impacted society. 
In a related study J. Havick (1997) in his paper 'Determinants of national 
media attention' considers iconic representations and its impact on election 
campaigns through statistical analyses. His investigations suggested that media 
attention is related not only to the party candidates belong to, but also whether the 
candidates are running for the Senate or House. Havick also found out from his 
analysis that ethnic candidates tend to receive slightly less attention from the print 
media than non-ethnic candidates. 
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J. W. Rhee (1997) strengthens the above contentions in his paper on framing 
effects that clearly shows print media as strategy and issue-framed effectively 
influencing political campaign interpretations. Rhee brings into play content analysis 
which is absolutely crucial to research and studies in journalism. In a later study 
comprising meta-analysis, D.D. Allessio and M. Allen (2000) conducted research on 
presidential campaigns in USA and the role played by the media. They studied bias of 
media through a study of data extending over fifty years, i.e. since 1948, and found it 
to be only meagerly present in television network. No significant biases were found 
for the newspaper industry and biases in newsmagazines were virtually zero as well. 
Such studies help to bring out the factors operating behind the media expressions as 
shown amply by the researchers. 
Further studies like that of A. F. Simon (1997) reveal the co-relation between 
news coverage and influence it has on changing attitudes. Simon showed how an 
increase in the news-coverage of natural calamities and disasters influenced the 
behaviour of private US citizens, resulting in a remarkable rise in donations by them. 
In short, news coverage and its intensity have a direct effect on its readers, 
influencing and changing their attitudes. If this thesis holds good then it has an 
inescapable bearing on 'science communication' as a good coverage of science can 
develop healthy and sustained attitudes towards sciences, its functions, utility, 
acceptability and progress in society. 
However, as Dr. Pritchard and D. K. Hughes (1997) rightly point out that the 
existing research has not developed a successful theoretical model for journalist's 
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decision about what to highlight or suppress. Pritchard and Hughes took up crime 
reporting for their investigation. They point out four kinds of deviance, viz. 
normative, statistical, status and cultural, which affect decisions about crime news. 
Pritchard and Hughes used content analysis and interviews with working journalists 
and found that status and cultural deviance are more newsworthy than statistical 
deviance (unusualness). The result runs counter to the normal expectations. A similar 
model needs to be evolved for assessing the newsworthiness of science reports, which 
may enhance exponentially the potential of'science communication'. 
The research value of content analysis becomes apparent with the work of J. 
Allen, S. Livingstone and R. Reiner (1997), which analysed crime content in all films 
released in Britain between 1945 and 1991. They found that although overall 
proportion of crime films and the proportion of crime content in all film genres have 
remained constant, there is a shift as far as major film genres and their proportion of 
crime content is concerned. This research clearly brings forth content analysis as an 
important and effective tool for study of underlying features of mass media which 
affect and influence attitudes. 
Another dimension to content analysis is the monitoring of reciprocity vis a 
vis the frequency of events. Frequency is used to work out the worsening of or 
improving in threatening trends. Charles R. Berger (2001) through his analysis has 
shown that news length is unrelated to trend direction or content type. The study 
shows that it is the frequency and not the length of news reports which affects the 
readers' behaviour. The method of content analysis as a tool for data research in 
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journalism is thus being widely used with varying characteristics and dimensions 
attached to it. 
Brian L. Massey and Li-jing Arthur Chang (2002) successfully applied the 
method to analyse the impact of media on two key concepts in Asian ethos "harmony 
and supportiveness". The study shows through content analysis the concentration of 
these values in Southeast Asian sub-region. The study further reveals that restriction 
of press freedom has a direct relation to the concentration of the two key Asian value 
notions. 
Another content analysis based on qualitative study by Joohoan Kim 
(www.cis.upenn.edu) titled "Killing and Dying in the Newspapers", shows how and 
what newspapers report. The study reveals that people in higher society are dying 
more (rather than killed) in the newspapers. The study asserts, "Newspapers tend to 
mention more victims when they are 'higher' and rich people. Perpetrators are 
mentioned to express attitude and are less mentioned when the deaths happened 
outside US". 
Impact study of newspapers in its "Newspaper Industry Content Report" 
(www.readership.org) measured newspaper content and consumer reaction and also 
looked for significant correlations between the two. In a nationwide consumer study, 
37,000 readers and non-readers in the 100 Impact newspaper markets were asked how 
important different types of information and news are to them. They were also asked 
how satisfied they are with their local newspaper's coverage of that topic. 
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Researchers then measured news content in those same local newspapers, 
documenting exactly to what consumers were reacting. 
This study uses content analysis broken down by circulation group and its 
results paint an exciting picture for newspapers. Using the most rigorous methods 
possible, a picture emerges of readers who understand what newspapers offer. 
Content matters to readers, and without prompting, readers recognize differences in 
coverage. Many findings confirm what editors instinctively know, that increasing the 
quantity of coverage, changing how the news is written and promoting content more 
effectively makes a difference. Changing content can increase satisfaction - and that 
satisfaction has the potential to translate into higher readership. Another related 
report, "The Power to Grow Readership" talks about the highest opportunity content 
areas - looking at how content satisfaction relates to real reading behavior. This 
publication outlines which content areas offer the most promise for building 
readership and how content relates to branding, service and other important factors. 
In another study of newspaper coverage, Adam Jones (1992) of the 
University of McGill, analysed Canada's self-proclaimed "National Newspaper", The 
Globe and Mail and presented his findings in the paper, "The Globe and Males: An 
Analysis of Gender Issues in Canada's National Newspaper". He argues that such 
aspects of suffering and victimization which could be considered largely or 
specifically "male" in Canadian society have tended to be ignored and have 
unfortunately passed almost unnoticed by mainstream media. For this study of 
content analysis he selected articles that were published over a roughly three-month 
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period, between March 10 and June 15 1990. These articles were selected on the basis 
of their perceived bias. 
A major work of large magnitude was taken up by The Readership Institute in 
2004 in USA. The Readership Institute analysed the news and advertising content of 
52 newspapers participating in the New Readers study. In its Summary Report "An 
Analysis of Content in 52 U.S. Daily Newspapers", The Readership Institute made its 
report public on the website, www.readership.org/new-raeders/paper-list.htm and 
discussed its main findings in the ten page report. Newspapers selected ranged from 
10,000 to about 1,000,000 daily circulations, in small towns and major metropolitan 
areas, in urban areas with a large Afro-American population and midsize, 
predominantly Hispanic, municipalities. According to the research findings, an 
average newspaper is roughly 50 % editorial content, one-quarter paid ads and one-
quarter classified ads. Two topics dominate news content - Politics/Government and 
Sports which make up nearly half of all stories in the newspapers. Stories about 
Ordinary People, Obituaries and Community Announcements combined comprise 
less than 5%. On page 1, almost half the stories (about 45%) are about Politics/ 
Government alone. 
The Report further states that some kind of visual aid-photos, graphics or 
emphasized text is a part of less than half of stories on weekdays or Sundays. More 
attention is paid to visual aspects on Sundays. Front- page stories on average are more 
likely to have photos, graphics and emphasized text. The research results also 
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suggests that about 45% of all stories, but only about one third of the stories on the 
front page come from wire or news services. 
Bansal (2003) in her paper, "International News Coverage in four Indian 
Newspapers: A Content Analysis Study", presented findings of her research which 
revealed a broad common pattern as well as variations among the newspaper studied. 
The variations existed not only between English and Hindi newspapers but also 
among the English as well as Hindi newspapers. The share of international news was 
about 20% of the total news space. Comparatively less coverage was found in Hindi 
newspapers. International news was published on the first pages, editorial pages, 
sports and other pages. However, a major chunk of the news was concentrated in the 
international and sports pages. News was largely published as straight news, 
nonetheless analysis articles and editorials were also found. 
Holi A. Semetko and Parti M. Valkenburg's study was published in Journal of 
Communication (2000), under the title, "Framing European Politics: A Content 
Analysis of Press and Television News". Semetko and Valkenburg content analysed 
2,601 newspaper stories and 1,522 television news stories in the period surrounding 
the Amsterdam meetings of European heads of State in 1997. They investigated the 
prevalence of five news frames identified in their earlier studies on framing and 
framing effects: attribution of responsibility, conflict, human interest, economic 
consequences and morality. Their results showed that overall the attribution of 
responsibility frame was most commonly used in the news, followed by the conflict, 
economic consequences, human interest and morality frames respectively. The use of 
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news frames depended on both the type of outlet and the type of topic. Most 
significant differences were not between media (television vs. the press) but between 
sensationalist versus serious types of news outlets. Sober and serious newspapers and 
television news programmes more often used the responsibility and conflict frames in 
the presentation of news whereas sensationalist outlets more often used the human 
interest frame. 
In the Topics in Newspapers Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2005 
Annual Report-Newspaper Content Analysis, dated March 15, 2005 made its findings 
public. The aim was to find out, "How did the front page agenda of newspapers 
change in 2004 from a year earlier." Research results showed that the government and 
the election combined took up 44 % of the space on the front page and therefore the 
coverage of every other news category fell from a year ago. Even coverage of a broad 
range of domestic issues fell back markedly from 22 % of front page stories to just 
14%. Surprisingly it was the smallest papers that devoted the greatest percentage of 
front page stories to government affairs, and much more so to local than to national 
government. The smallest paper also devoted twice the percentage of front page 
coverage to crime - 6 % versus 3 % in the largest papers - a sign perhaps that other 
than the big celebrity crime stories, crime is fundamentally a local story. Smaller 
papers also gave more than twice the A 1 space to lifestyle - 9 % versus 4 % in the 
largest. 
These studies throw light on the efficacy and importance of content analysis in 
explaining meaningfully the various topics and themes of the media and how the 
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extent of coverage of a particular subject is an indicator of preferences shown by the 
society. 
They also demonstrate that content analysis as a tool to study media reporting 
effectively brings out the underlying currents in news reporting, especially in relation 
to science communication but apart from content analysis based on quantity there are 
studies involving qualitative aspects of content analysis. 
Content Analyses in Science Communication 
In the field of coverage of science news content analysis was used by a team 
of researchers to analyse data with regard to two different kinds of newspapers of US 
marking "the end points on the continuum of journalistic responsibility" (Fico et al, 
1998). To their surprise they found that tabloid newspapers, National Inquirer and 
Star, were not particularly inferior to more respectable newspapers such as the New 
York Times and Philadelphia Inquirer in the amount of scientific reporting, though 
prestige papers were more comprehensive and rigorous in science coverage. 
The method of content analysis was successfully employed by Hansen to 
bring out the difference in approach of two important newspapers with regard to the 
coverage of a particular pressure group. Hansen (1993) applied content analysis to the 
entire coverage of 'Greenpeace' during the five year period from 1987 to 1991 in two 
British national dailies, The Guardian and Today. His use of content analysis brought 
out that while 'Greenpeace' did enjoy a comparatively remarkable degree of coverage 
over other more traditional 'conservation' groups, it cannot be construed as a sign of 
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successful claims-making activity. Also that the amount of coverage declined towards 
the end of the period analysed. 
Similarly, Pellechia (1997) in her paper "Trends in science coverage: A 
content analysis of three US newspapers" showed that variations in science reporting 
is not substantial in terms of range of topics covered in the three major daily 
newspapers of US, viz. the New York Times, the Chicago Tribune and the Washington 
Post. Apart from the fact that in terms of percentage the share of science articles is 
not substantial, reports on science also fall short of dwelling on methodological and 
contextual aspects, otherwise accepted as critical for a complete journalistic account 
of science. 
Another directly related study for our purposes in this dissertation is of Ellen 
Higmans, Alexander Pleijter and Fred Wester (2003) titled 'Covering Scientific 
Research in Dutch Newspapers'. The study is a content analysis of scientific news 
coverage in Dutch newspapers. The study was further supplemented by interviews 
with ten news editors and science journalists. The researchers covered 624 reports on 
scientific research and through content analysis focused on the reporting of the 
background which made up the story as they tried to analyse the reporting of 
methodological aspect of science research. The research revealed that contrary to 
expectations the quality newspapers and science sections in general did not fare better 
as far as supplying of more relevant or better information is concerned. It appears so, 
the researchers insist, that science reporting necessarily entails the "avoidance of 
complex information". The assertion is that complex science reporting even in 
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science sections is better avoided, for the reading public cannot be so deeply 
involved. The reading public only wants a superficial, brief, simple but crux of the 
science research, thus indicating that the success of science communication depends 
on simplicity of presentation. The study further reveals that sections other than 
science section generally lack a critical approach to conceptual and statistical 
formulations. In short, the reading public expects capsules, avoiding complexities 
involved in science research. 
According to Boddington (2000) press coverage of science in the UK is more 
extensive than many scientists realize and his research shows that there are a hundred 
articles and a hundred thousand words each week in London-based national 
newspapers. 
In a content analysis of press coverage of science news in a five-week sample 
period in 1998, there were between two and thirty-seven science articles daily. Peak 
coverage was driven by specific stories like a major scare about MMR vaccine, 
possible discovery of water on the moon, dangers of passive smoking, etc. 
Newspapers analysed were: The Times/Sunday Times, Daily/Sunday Telegraph, 
Daily/Sunday Mail, Independent/Independent on Sunday, Express, 
Guardian/Observer, Daily/Sunday Mirror, Financial Times, Sun/Sun on Sunday and 
Star/Sunday People. However "not all these articles promote public understanding. 
Some are hostile while others fail to interpret the science correctly. But coverage is 
surprisingly good, particularly by dedicated science journalists" (Boddington, 
2000:24-25). 
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It would be too obvious to mention that news framing has an impact on the 
readers. Content analysis has brought out this factor of news presentation through a 
study on "The Framing of Nanotechnologies in the British Newspaper Press" by 
Anderson, Allan, Peterson and Wilkinson (2005). The research shows that an 
intervention by Prince Charles in 2003 and its reporting acted as the principle catalyst 
for the newspaper reporting over the next fifteen months. The involvement of Prince 
Charles, obviously a celebrity, played a crucial role in enhancing the newsworthiness 
of the issue of nanotechnology influencing its subsequent framing in the newspaper. 
Science Times, a section of the New York Times is an example of a recognized 
and impacting journalism of science. Fiona Clark and Deborah L. Illman (2006) in a 
study show through content analysis relating to the size of the section, advertising and 
coverage emphasis in terms of discipline and themes, that medicine, health and 
behaviour received the most attention with variations in proportion overtime. The 
results brought out show the efficacy of content analysis as a methodological tool in 
determining the emphasis allotted to different themes in newspapers. 
Some important studies conducted in India reveal interesting results with 
regard to coverage of science news and public's understanding and attitude towards 
science. In a content analysis done by Dutt and Garg (2000), news items on science 
and technology during January-December, 1996, were analysed in three newspapers -
The Pioneer, The Hindu and The Times of India. Their results indicated that, on 
average, Indian newspapers devoted far less than' one percent of the total printed 
space to articles and stories related to science and technology. Also that the greater 
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proportion of newspaper space was devoted to nuclear science and technology, 
followed by defense, space research and astronomy. 
A content analysis was conducted by Srivastava (2003) and the results were 
published in the Indian Journal of science Communication under the title, "Role of 
Regional Newspapers in Dissemination of Scientific Knowledge on Environment and 
Development". Srivastava studied the role of regional newspapers in diffusion of 
scientific and technological knowledge as regards environmental pollution and 
development during the Earth Summit and found that adequate information was 
disseminated. The content analysis showed higher frequency percentage on green 
house gas emissions, climate change and depletion of ozone layer, sustainable growth 
and biodiversity. Newspapers gave more emphasis on technical knowledge than on 
policy matters. 
Raza et al proposed a model for determining cultural distance of any piece of 
scientific information for different cultural subgroups. They argued thai there exists a 
cultural distance between the scientific structure of explaining natural occurrences 
and people's complex of thought (Raza et al 2002:305-306). According to them 
cultural distance varies according to the nature of the scientific information and is 
different in different sets of cultural subgroups. Thus planners and communicators of 
science could get useful insights by devising effective intervention strategies if they 
take the mapping of cultural distances into account. They concluded that "...in 
developing countries, the formal system of modern education operates as a strong 
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determinant in shaping cultural structure of thought prevalent among the citizens" 
(Raza et al 2002:305-306). 
Another study by Raza et al (1991) indicated that the public's understanding 
and attitude towards science were intimately related to events and happenings that 
affect their day to day life. 
In yet another study on the relationship between media and the people Raza et 
al (1996) conducted a questionnaire based survey after the outbreak of plague in 
Delhi and neighbouring state of Haryana in 1994. They found out that the general 
level of information about health related issues was considerably high among the 
people. Their findings suggested that the media especially electronic media played a 
very important and effective role in disseminating information. The print media too 
influenced the knowledge-base of the common people. Overall, they concluded that 
media behaved responsively and touched all issues related to the problem. 
Patairiya (2002) of National Council of Science and Technology 
Communication (NCSTC) conducted two surveys of science writers and 
readers/viewers. His studies indicated that science coverage attributed to mass media 
is abysmally poor being only around 3 %, which is far below the desired level of 10-
15 %. Patairiya's research also throws light on the status of demand and supply of 
science news, i.e. how much science is desired by the people and how much is 
actually supplied by the media. Out of a total 500 respondents about 12.60 % showed 
their interest in matters of science and technology. Patairiya (2002:13) comments, 
"Science certainly does not fare well when we talk of readers' interest but it is also 
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true that we need to work in the direction of making science interesting. A lot more 
creativity is required in the field of science writing and communication; perhaps this 
is what we lack at the moment". 
Another related study is that of Vladimir de Semir, Cristina Ribas, Gemma 
Revuelta (1998), on "Press Releases of Science Journal Articles and Subsequent 
Newspaper Stories on the Same Topic". They wanted to assess whether press releases 
about journal articles were associated with publication of subsequent newspaper 
stories. Their study demonstrated an association between appearance of a journal 
article in the journal's press release and subsequent publication of a story on the same 
topic in a national newspaper. The order in which a journal article appeared in the 
press release was also associated with the number of newspaper stories published on 
the same topic. 
It could thus be argued that content analysis remains a favoured research 
technique among the mass media researchers with its popularity owing to the scope it 
offers in terms of interpretation and analysis. 
Right from the eighteenth century Swedish study of Songs of Zion, ninety 
hymns of unknown authorship, to the 'framing of nanotechnology in the British 
press' content analysis has been in use for varied reasons and interests. Its uses, as we 
have just seen, range from verifying the authorship of historical documents to 
assisting the Allied Forces in World War II. While some studies focused on 
identifying the intentions of the originator of messages, most were about examining 
how news, drama, advertising and entertainment output reflect social and cultural 
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issues, thus determining the 'cultural temperature' of society. Whatever might have 
been the motives and aims behind these studies of content of the mass media, content 
analysis remains a very popular and effective method of mass media research and its 
use for the purpose of making science communication more effective holds great 
promises. 
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Science communication seems to be passing through a difficult phase in India these 
days. Although some science news, especially those related to health and medicine 
occupy sizeable space on the front pages of major national dailies, overall 
representation of science related issues of societal importance appears to be ignored 
by the Indian press. The public scientific controversies on such important issues as 
cloning and stem cell research are mentioned only sporadically in the Indian 
newspapers. A look into the nature and content of the Indian press as defined by the 
experts of the field could be of some importance. 
Interestingly enough despite a low literacy rate of 63% more daily newspapers 
are published in India than any other country in Asia. The range of languages and 
cultural diversity that is covered by these newspapers is huge and unparalleled in the 
world (Singhal and Rogers, 2001). Everything and anything, be it a weekly forecast, 
cartoon strip or a feature on the ethical and legal considerations of surrogate 
motherhood can be found in both broadsheets and tabloids of India today. 
Undoubtedly Indian newspapers are much more varied and technologically superior 
than they were in the 1950's or soon after Independence. 
According to the Registrar of the Newspapers of India, total number of 
registered newspapers as on December 31, 2000, was 49,145 which were published in 
93 languages including 18 principal languages with the highest number in Hindi 
(19,685), followed by English (7,175) and Urdu (2,848), registering a 5.34% growth 
over the previous year (RNI, 2002). However, the Indian press is not a homogenous 
institution; all kinds of newspapers, big and small are published at various territorial 
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levels by persons having different qualifications and motivations (Sawant, 2001). The 
print media in India is predominantly a private enterprise and newspapers are 
relatively free from governmental control and interference. Article 19 (1) (a) of the 
Constitution of India guarantees "freedom of thought and expression" to all its 
citizens, under which falls the freedom of media. However, certain restrictions are 
laid down on this very exercise of freedom such as libel (Sorabjee, 2000). The press 
in India has enjoyed more or less full freedom of expression except for a short period 
of emergency imposed during 1975. 
According to the National Readership Survey, 2001, an average urban Indian 
spends two hours everyday on media consumption, of which 19 minutes or 16 percent 
is spent in reading newspapers and magazines and TV viewing accounts for 72 
percent of 86 minutes. Since 1995 the proportion of the print media has remained 
unchanged, whereas with the expansion in TV's broadcasting its share has increased 
at the expense of radio which has slipped from 22 percent in 1995 to 11 percent in 
2001. The reader base in urban India has grown from 63 million to 96 million 
registering a growth of 52% in revenues (The Times of India, 7 July, 2001). 
The history of Indian media witnessed, with increase in the number of foreign 
television channels and online newspapers, an intense debate on Foreign Direct 
Investment (FDI) in the print media. A Cabinet Resolution of 1995, which governs 
the country's print media policy, stated that no foreign-owned newspaper or 
periodical should be permitted publication in India. The Resolution also did not allow 
foreign newspapers and periodicals dealing mainly in news and current affairs to 
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bring out Indian editions. Those favouring FDI argue that allowing Indian media 
access to a large pool of capital would help them become stronger competitors, 
leading to greater professionalism. The contrary view is that to allow foreign 
newspapers to print in India would amount to legitimizing cultural imperialism which 
may pose a threat to national sovereignty. A Parliamentary Standing Committee on 
Information Technology examined the issue but rejected the demand (TOl, 27 
February 2002). However, the Government later decided to open the sector to foreign 
participation by allowing 26 percent FDI in news and current affairs publications and 
74% in non-news and non-current affairs publications (The Hindu, 26 June, 2002). 
Lately, some new trends have emerged in the Indian press. As better 
circulation attracts more advertisements, newspapers have started adopting various 
strategies to boost circulation. The growth of competitive, mass circulation 
newspapers have led to number of unethical practices such as sensationalism, 
editorializing in the news columns, lack of objectivity, failure to follow up stories, 
selectivity and arrogance of power undermining accountability (Menon, 1999). The 
old concept that newspapers represented both noble ideas and ideals, people's 
conscience or the nation's ethos are slowly loosing ground. Journalism today is a 
profession only in name, in reality it has become an industry (Murthy, 2000). The 
Indian press is more concerned with political developments, events and personalities 
than economic, social and cultural issues. The salience of politics to the extent of 
being obsessed is the dominant feature of the Indian press today (Yadav, 1991). 
According to Nandy (2002), the dividing line between news and entertainment is 
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diminishing and bad news is being pushed to inside pages to keep the front page 
clean. However despite losing its idealistic character and approach the press in India 
has played an important and constructive watchdog role by exposing time and again 
deception and secrecy in the workings of the administration and public institutions. In 
many cases, it has also been instrumental in promoting the human rights of the lowly 
and the lost (Sorabjee, 2000). 
Today the Indian press is struggling to meet the challenges posed by television 
and internet and at times appears to be resorting to unethical means in order to 
increase readership. Often, it seems, principles and ethics of journalism are 
compromised to present something which may not be of much benefit to the masses 
at the expense of serious issues of societal values. 
At the same time Indian newspapers are technologically more advanced today 
than they were at the dawn of Independence and are bringing out more editions and 
coloured supplements; layout too has been made visually attractive, and there is an 
attempt to provide more analytical and in-depth coverage. The use of information 
technology for news gathering, page composition and printing has further contributed 
towards efficacy of the press in terms of production and dissemination of news. 
However, how far the Indian press has been able to stick to the ideals of a responsible 
press of a developing or at best transitional economy remains a much debated issue. 
In this era of cut-throat competition from other visually attractive media, 
Indian press has just not been able to accommodate science news. Science related 
issues do not figure anywhere in the priorities the press has set for itself. In the battle 
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for space and attention science news seems to be losing out in the absence of well 
trained science journalists and a will to promote its cause among the profit-driven 
world of mass media. 
The growth and development of modern science and its popularization in 
India can be traced back to the time of the British rule in the nineteenth century. The 
British brought with them modern science to India and eminent Indian scientists like 
Mahendra Lai Sarkar, J.C. Bose, P.C. Ray, Ruchi Ram Sahni and others in Kolkata 
and Punjab took the lead in enlightening the masses on the latest and exciting 
developments in science (Salwi, 2002). 
Science journalism in English in India started with the publication in 1829 of 
a monthly periodical entitled, Gleanings of Science, by Captain James D. Herbert of 
the Bengal Infantry. In 1832, Gleanings was taken over by James Prinsep, Assistant 
Assay Officer at the Calcutta mint, and re-christened Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal (JASB) (Vilanilam, !993: 90-91). Both Gleanings and JASB published articles 
and reports on diverse scientific themes of academic interest. The colonial structure 
of knowledge did not allow science communication to expand its social base, and it 
was only with the contribution of Indian writers and use of vernacular languages that 
it began to spread. 
It was towards the end of 19th century that a large number of scientific books 
and journals were published by prominent men like Sir Syed Ahmad Khan in Aligarh 
and J.C. Bose and Mahendra Lai Sarkar in Bengal. A number of scientific 
associations and institutions were also established. At the same time Master Ram 
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Chandra in Delhi and Bal Shastri Jambhekar in Bombay made individual efforts in 
the dissemination of science and wrote hundreds of popular science articles. 
Among the Bengali journals the important ones were Vigyan Kaumudi 
(1860), Vigyan Rahasya (1871), Vigyan Vikas (1873) etc. In 1857 number of such 
publications was large with 571670 copies of 322 books issued in Bengali from 46 
printing presses. There was also no dearth of enterprising persons who would 
translate articles of scientific interest as there was no shortage of journals or 
periodicals to carry them (Kumarl995:193). 
Even laureates like Bankimchandra Chattopadhyaya wrote a series of articles 
on astronomy attacking strong myths prevalent among Hindus. A similar approach 
could be noticed in the works of Syed Jamaluddin Afghani, noted Islamic scholar, 
who in a lecture in Kolkata in 1882 targeted the ulema (religious leaders) for 
forbidding the teaching of useful sciences to the masses (Kumar, 1995: 194-195). 
The Urdu poets devoted mainly to the romantic aspects of life too felt drawn 
towards western science and technology. For instance, the legendry poet Ghalib 
talked about the achievement of western civilization based upon steam and coal 
power. Another famous poet Hali in his literary work "Musaddas" described science 
as a precious jewel tested as yet by no one, with its great powers still hidden. Such 
was the interest shown by people belonging to different quarters of life. 
However, it was Syed Ahmad Khan who for the first time gave an 
organizational shape to the growing yearning for modern science among the masses. 
In 1864 he founded the Aligarh Scientific Society with the support of the leading 
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zamindars (landlords) and officials of the North West Province. Sir Syed was not a 
man to follow the theological writs blindly and criticized the Indo-Islamic traditions 
of rejection of maaqulat (reason) in favour of manqulat (tradition). 
The Aligarh Society to a certain extent succeeded in making people aware of 
the benefits of science and technology as it called for the introduction of technology 
in industrial and agricultural production. In order to do so a massive translation 
programme was undertaken and "Modern Farming" by R.S. Burns, "Electricity" by 
W.S. Harris and C. Tomlinson's work on mechanics were translated and published. 
Besides, a journal was started and popular science lectures were organized. 
Unfortunately this did not continue for long as the traditionalists outnumbered the 
Society members. The Society closed down for want of broad-based support and 
economic movement to back it, but it did succeed in establishing offshoots even in 
far-off towns like Muzaffarpur and Gaya (Kumar, 1995:197). The Bihar Scientific 
Society was founded at Muzaffarpur in 1868 by Syed Imdad Ali, a sub-judge in 
Bihar. Both the Societies corresponded with each other and shared the same ideals. 
Unfortunately with the retirement of Syed Imdad Ali in 1875 the strength of the Bihar 
Society was considerably reduced and it became defunct within a short span of time. 
However, in Bengal Mahendra Lai Sarkar's brainchild, the Indian Association for 
Cultivation of Science (IACS) came into existence in 1876, for which Sarkar had 
initiated the move in 1869. Sarkar was highly critical of the Hindu ethos which he 
thought to be most dogmatic and comprising unfounded opinion and wanted an 
institution which would combine the character, scope and object of the Royal 
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Institution in London and of the British Association of the Advancement of Science. 
Sarkar through his institution wanted to promote original scientific research and not 
technical education as was the popular as well as the officially approved trend at that 
time. Besides he also had popularization of science in mind so that his fellow 
countrymen would get a taste of science and at the same time would march ahead and 
win laurels in the field. The association was formally inaugurated on January 15, 
1876 at Calcutta with the Lieutenant-Governor, Richard Temple as its patron; though 
no government aid was sought. Sarkar without much public support managed to set 
up an excellent laboratory and a reasonably good reference library. Above all he was 
successful in making the Association a landmark in the search for an Indian identity 
in the world of science. The IACS did fairly well at least for the first twenty-five 
years of its existence and served as an inspiration to men like J.C. Bose and P. C. 
Ray. 
In 1947 after Independence Meghnad Saha, S. N. Bose, C.V. Raman, D.S. 
Kothari and others carried forth the torch of science popularization and spread it to 
other parts of the country. The famous physicist S.N. Bose was particularly, keen on 
bringing science to masses in their mother tongue. He urged Indian scientists to speak 
and write in their mother tongues. In 1948 he established an association and started a 
magazine to popularize science among the masses (Salwi, 2002). 
Meanwhile, Meghnad Saha founded a research journal which he called 
Science and Culture and regularly wrote on popular science for the masses. In order 
to popularize science, Meghnad Saha also delivered radio talks and interviews on 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
scientific subjects on a regular basis. The ideals and zeal of scientists like Bose, Saha 
and Raman, is followed in recent times by eminent scientists like J. V. Narlikar, D. 
Balasubramanian, M. S. Swaminathan, Yashpal and P. M. Bhargava, who have been 
disseminating scientific messages through mass media like, books, newspapers and 
T.V. shows and also through lectures on scientific subjects of immediate public 
interest. 
The Government of India too made efforts as Rao remarks, "With the advent 
of independence in 1947, the national establishment of social, political and economic 
goals, the recourse to planned development and the commitment to science and 
technology on the part of the Indian Government largely under the inspiration of 
Jawaharlal Nehru, the pace of progress in both knowledge and application of science 
and technology grew by leaps and bounds" (Rao, 1980:74). 
News, views and features about science appeared sporadically in Indian print 
media - magazines and newspapers of various regional languages - especially from 
the second half of the 19th century. It led to the creation of what are today known as 
'Science writers' in regional languages. Lakshmi Shankar Mishra, Shankar 
Balkrishna Dikshit, Ramendrasunder Trivedi, Kearla Verma, etc were pioneers in 
vernacular science writing, namely in Hindi, Marathi, Bengali and Malayalam. As 
early as in 1818, popular science writing in Hindi was started in the bilingual 
(English-Hindi) Digdarshan published in Sheerampur, West Bengal, which was 
edited by an Englishman Clarke Marshman. In 1842, a Bengali magazine 
Vidyadarshan published a series of articles on science. Subsequently, regional 
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magazines like Marathi Dnyan Prasarak, Tamil Janavinithini, Telugu Chinthamani, 
Assamese Arunodoi Sambad Patra, etc were pioneers in publishing from time to time 
news, articles and features on science (Salwi, 2002). 
The writing of science in English in India began in an organized manner in 
1964 when the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), New Delhi, 
brought out a monthly magazine devoted to science called Science Reporter. Shortly 
afterwards in 1966, The Times of India, Mumbai, floated another popular science 
magazine, Science Today. Even in those days all these magazines were successful 
despite the skepticism aired in the media community that Indian audience is not 
interested in science and so science would not sell. In 1965, Invention Promotion 
Board (now National Research and Development Corporation), New Delhi, also 
launched Invention Intelligence, a magazine then devoted to invention and 
technology. The magazine is now solely devoted to science and technology. Later 
NRDC also launched Avishkar, a Hindi popular science monthly. 
In 1983, two decades later, another magazine Science Age was launched under 
the auspices of the Nehru Centre, Mumbai. The Centre for Science and Environment, 
New Delhi, launched Down to Earth in 1991.This magazine is however devoted more 
to environment than science. Today, both Science Today (later named 2001) and 
Science Age do not exist, and only four science magazines, the CSIR owned Science 
Reporter and Vigyan Pragati, and the NRDC-owned Invention Intelligence and 
Avishkar continue to survive. In the meanwhile, computer magazines have been 
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steadily growing in popularity. Computers Today and Data-quest are the two 
pioneering computer magazines still doing well at the news-stands. 
Science journalism is a recent phenomenon comparatively speaking even in 
the western world. In 1926, J.G. Crowther became the first science correspondent of 
the British newspaper Manchester Guardian. A science-trained India-born Gobind 
Behari Lai went to the United States and established himself as a science 
correspondent of a US newspaper. In 1937, he even won the coveted Pulitzer Prize 
for his contribution to science journalism. Subsequently, Amalendu Dasgupta, Harish 
Aggarwal, W.S.Titus, T.P. Prabhu, etc, working as they were in various Indian 
newspapers, wrote on scientific developments in the country. Science was however 
just one of their beats and not an exclusive occupation. Eventually, Dr. Jayaraman, 
Anil Agarwal and Dr. R. Ramchandran joined exclusive as science correspondents in 
the Indian newspapers. In fact, the Press Trust of India started a separate science cell 
under the leadership of Dr. Jayaraman, which continues to supply features and stories 
on science to the Indian press to this day. 
Thereafter scientific developments in India began to appear more frequently in 
the columns of newspapers and magazines. There was a phase in the late 1980s and 
early 90s when some major newspapers also started publishing regular supplements 
on science. It appeared as though science had at last caught on in the Indian press but 
most of the supplements folded up in due course. In recent years, science is just one 
of the beat of correspondents of most major Indian newspapers. Let alone news, even 
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features on the latest developments in science published in some western newspapers 
or magazines are straightaway reprinted in some major Indian newspapers. 
Out of scores of governmental science and technology institutes of India, 
CSIR, the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research and DST, Department of 
Science and Technology, have been at the forefront of communicating science to the 
general masses. The CSIR grew out of the Board of Scientific and Industrial Research 
established in 1940. Starting with two national laboratories, the National Chemical 
Lab and the National Physical Lab at the Delhi University Campus in 1947, the CSIR 
has now grown into a huge network of thirty-nine laboratories, eighty field centres 
and Regional Research Labs. For communication of science to the public CSIR's 
information services cover collection, documentation, and dissemination of 
information on research and industry. These services are handled by its Publications 
and Information Directorate (PID) and the Indian National Scientific Documentation 
Centre (INSDOC). PID brings out eleven professional scientific journals. It has also 
brought out an encyclopedic volume entitled, Wealth of India, a compendium of 
knowledge on the economic products and industrial resources of India (Vilanilam, 
1993). 
Another institute under the CSIR devoted to mass media communication of 
science is the National Institute of Science, Technology and Development Studies, 
(NISTADS) situated at New Delhi, to study the various aspects of interaction of 
science, society and the state. The current faculty of this institute comprises 45 
members, including the director, and is drawn from a variety of disciplines: 35 have a 
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degree either in science or engineering while 10 are from social sciences. According 
to Dr. Raghunath Mashelkar, Director-General of CSIR, the intellectual diversity is 
the mainstay of the Institute. A number of research scholars are enrolled in the 
Institute, who are awarded PhD degree from different universities, depending on their 
discipline or field of specialization. NISTADS has a vibrant visiting scholar's 
programme, under which researchers from India and abroad are encouraged to spend 
time at the Institute. The research activity of the institute can be grouped under the 
following broad programmes: 
(a) IPR: IPR and development studies 
(b) ITBT: Information technology and biotechnology: Policy matters and ethical 
concerns 
(c) InnP: Innovation policy 
(d) INKS: Innovation and knowledge society 
(e) TIARA: Technology and integrated assistance to rural artisans 
(f) SD: Sustainable development 
(g) STEVS: Science-technology-education valuation studies 
(h) HPS: History and Philosophy of science/ Public awareness of science 
The roots of NISTADS go back to August 1973 when the CSIR set up at its 
headquarters a Centre for the Study of Science, Technology and Development. On 
September 30, 1980, the Governing Body of the CSIR approved that the Centre 
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should function autonomously, "headed by a scientist as the Director of a National 
Laboratory", with a separate budget and its own infrastructure,. However, the 
autonomy would not affect its objectives which "would continue to be the same". 
Thus on September 30, 1980 NISTADS came into existence though its present name 
came into effect on April 1, 1981. 
In terms of objectives, another important body for science and technology 
communication and popularization in the country is the National Council for Science 
and Technology Communication (NCSTC). It is serviced by a secretariat in the 
Department of Science and Technology, Government of India. The NCSTC is an 
apex body for S & T communication and popularization in the country. The 
popularization of science and technology and stimulation of scientific and 
technological temper among people are the two broad objectives of the NCSTC 
besides coordination and orchestration of all such activities in the country. The 
NCSTC aims to accomplish these twin goals with the help of well-trained science and 
technology communicators. It feels that more communicators are required in different 
Indian languages for a wide variety of electronic and non-electronic media to cater to 
different sections of the population. These communicators in turn would need 
information on various science and technology topics and subjects, both of topical 
and general nature, in styles and languages, employing idioms, which would be 
relevant and comprehensible to audiences that they would aim to reach. The Council 
through continuous endeavor is trying to attract able communicators for 
disseminating science in English and Hindi and other Indian languages. At present 
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software required for these communicators to disseminate information on 
developments in science and technology and day-to-day or occasional events and 
phenomena in everyday life is also under preparation. The NCSTC through 
mobilizing, configuring and harnessing manpower and materials (i.e. software and 
hardware) is trying to bridge the gap between information-rich and information-poor 
of India, especially in the field of science and technology. 
Some of the major elements of the NCSTC's Science and Technology 
Communication and Popularization Programme could be described as under: 
(a) Training in S& T Communication 
This is a multifaceted programme to increase the number of effective S & T 
communicators in the country (for electronic as well as non electronic media) in 
different languages. 
(b) Science and Technology Communication Information Network 
A phased programme to eventually build a computer-based National Science 
and Technology Communication Information Network consisting of inter-linked 
elements which will aim to cater to the various information needs of all kinds of 
science and technology communicators (whatever be the media employed by them ) 
in terms of authentic information and materials, in appropriate forms, languages, 
styles and at the required level and also to disseminate information about science and 
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technology developments in India to the rest of the world. The NCSTC through a 
country-wide exercise has digitalised data in respect of areas of interest to it. 
(c) S & T Communication Software: Development 
There is an ongoing programme of development and production of science 
and technology communication software for various media (with originals in different 
Indian languages). The programme also incorporates the delivery of this software 
through appropriate means and modes to various groups of Indian population. 
(d) Research in S&T Communication 
The development of field-level projects in S&T communication with a view to 
study and research various existing impediments to the spread and promotion of 
scientific outlook/attitude/temper among people. There is an effort to devise and 
develop more effective communication methods, means, tools, techniques and 
technologies than those presently in use for popularization of science and stimulation 
of science and technological temper among people. 
(e) Field-Based Projects 
There is support available for sponsorship of promising and innovative field-
based projects directed towards achievement of any one or more of the objectives of 
the NCSTC's programme, which includes workshops, seminars, symposia, 
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exhibitions especially in rural areas, jathas I yatras (roadshows), science and 
technology melas (fairs), etc. 
(f) Incentive Schemes 
Three National Awards have been instituted to be given away on the National 
Science Day, February 28, every yea:. These awards are given to individual(s) or 
institution(s) for outstanding efforts in the following categories: Science 
popularization (general) (Rs. 1,00,000). S&T coverage in the mass media (Rs.50,000), 
Science popularization among children (Rs.50,000). 
(g) Miscellaneous Schemes 
There are some other activities for which support may be available from 
NCSTC, which include wider dissemination of existing S&T communication 
software in the form of films, video programmes, tape-slide shows, slides, audio-
recordings etc. 
It is through these efforts that science has at least entered the lives of an 
average urban Indian in a big way, made easier by liberalization policies adopted by 
the Indian government. However, despite these efforts very little has percolated down 
to the masses. This is unfortunate since The Constitution of India through Article 51 
A (h) under Fundamental Duties prescribes that, "It shall be the duty of every citizen 
of India to develop the scientific temper, humanism and the spirit of inquiry and 
reform". 
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The Indian society is little concerned with the development of scientific temper ar 
spirit of inquiry and even after 60 years of independence the masses are entrenched 
superstitions and retrogressive customs as astrologers and tarot card readers thrive on the 
ignorance. The media, including the prestige press, carry daily and weekly forecasts < 
regular features, whereas science coverage is ignored. It can therefore be said, without muc 
doubt, that science has not yet become part of Indian culture as it has not been able to find i 
way into the hearts and minds of Indians at large Rao argues that despite rapid developme: 
of science and technology, religion, rituals and ceremonials have more or less remaim 
unchanged, "The questioning attitude and increasing disregard for traditional form ar 
ceremonials of worship which marked the later part of 19th century in England and prevaik 
during most periods of modern development elsewhere has been somewhat conspicuous t 
its absence in India" (Rao, 1980:83). According to him religious worship for securing tr 
favours of the Deity for the promotion of one's personal or family interests has perhaps nev< 
been as rampant as it is in India today. Raza's empirical study (Raza, 2002) is of relevanc 
here which shows that farther the distance is of a scientific phenomenon from the India 
culture, more likely a person is to depend on non-scientific explanation of that phenomenon. 
It seems that developments in transport, communication and mass media, mac 
possible by science and technology, have tended to increase rather than decrease the force < 
religiosity in India, and its use for personal rather than social ends. At present there are 
least four TV channels in India which churn out religious messages round the clock, "Apa 
from religiosity, astrology has grown in stature and influence, logic and rationalil 
have declined in matters other than technical; scientists ai 
shedding their modesty and taking to wishful projections an 
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predictions, futurology is acquiring the status of a science, and new superstitions and 
prejudices are being added on to an already heavy pile accumulated through our long 
history" (Rao, 1980:84). 
Rahman (1968) while tracing the history of modern science in India is of the 
opinion that modern science came to India at a stage of its development that is 
characterized by a radical change from the ancient and medieval sciences. It was 
introduced in its modern form as a fully developed system, without roots and 
traditions and thus could not be synthesized with the Indian culture. In his words, 
"The language of science took definite shape, institutions evolved, and technology 
made a decisive breakthrough. In addition science as a philosophy, a social 
viewpoint, and an intellectual attitude had scored a decisive victory over other modes 
of thinking" (Rahman, 1968:42). Rahman further elaborates, "Its change from the 
earlier periods of science was so radical that it was not easily understood and 
assimilated. The new language made this process still more difficult. Consequently, it 
aroused either awe or hostility as a "British thing", alien to the Indian tradition. 
Therefore, once again the effort became one of choice rather than synthesis" 
(Rahman, 1968:42). 
The knowledge of English language in which modern science was introduced 
in India was limited to a small elite group associated with the rulers. Thus the new 
knowledge, which was available as a result of scientific research could not reach the 
artisans and craftsmen and draw them out of their stagnation or lead them to expand 
old industries and develop new ones. As Rahman says, "This may also explain to 
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some extent the non-utilization of research in many fields in India even to this day. 
The language of science and of those who use the results of research are quite 
different" (Rahman, 1968:43). 
According to Kumar (1995:237, 238) the fault lies in the methods or means of 
transfer of the new knowledge to the native Indians, even though there was an overall 
acceptance of the new paradigms of science and the practical skills' of Europe 
attracted remarkable attention. In his words, "The fault perhaps lay in the transfer 
mechanism and not in the recipients' capacity to assimilate. The application of 
western science in a non-western set-up was a new experiment and was riddled with 
numerous difficulties". The peasants of India were not averse to the new knowledge 
or technology for they could reap the benefits. The problem according to Kumar was, 
"...not cultural stagnation or social conservatism of the Indians; rather it was finding 
economically viable and appropriate technological solutions". This brings us to the 
debate of providing appropriate technology to the general masses. In fact, in India 
technology has remained on two levels since the introduction of modern technology 
after the industrial revolution. There has been hardly any interaction between modern 
technology and traditional indigenous technology. The modern technology was more 
dynamic of the whole technological complex and was all the time improving, taking 
help from modern science and knowledge. The indigenous technology remained 
stagnant at the same level and competition from the modem technology destroyed it 
further. The result was the slow demise of traditional industries based on indigenous 
technology which affected millions of poor people living in villages. Gandhi and his 
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close associates declared as early as in 1927 that any research institute which does not 
look to the interest of the Daridranarayan or the poorest men in villages, is really a 
Satan's workshop (Hoda, 1980). 
Today one third of the Indian population is living below the poverty line 
untouched by the wonders of science. This speaks volumes about the failure of 
modern science and technology, as practiced in India, in solving the basic problems 
of hunger and poverty of the masses. The onus falls on the policy makers as scientific 
endeavours and technological goals are still poorly related to the achievement of total 
enrichment of the quality of life of the Indian masses (Rao, 1980:84). There are 
pockets of modernity in the cities and big towns of India but the rest of India, which 
accounts for 80% of our population and lives on agriculture, allied activities 
traditional industries and service occupations, has had, except for some green 
revolution pockets, but little impact of science and technology. It is the dual character 
of the society that has emerged in India which is responsible for the failure of science 
and technology to bring about the massive social change that it should have. 
Jawahar Lai Nehru, India's first prime minister maintained that modern life is 
an offspring of science and technology. According to him it was science and science 
alone that could solve the problems of hunger and poverty, of insanitation and 
illiteracy, of superstition and deadening custom and tradition, of vast resources 
running to waste of a rich country inhabited by starving people. In fact Nehru had the 
vision to recognize the importance of science and technology in the social and 
economic development of a nation much before our country gained independence. 
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Under his chairmanship in 1939 the Indian National Congress appointed a National 
Planning Committee and leading scientists were invited to participate in planning the 
socio-economic development of the country. One of the suggestions that the 
committee gave was that the industrial and educational development should be 
planned in such a manner that there is a link and coordination with scientific research. 
Later on after independence, India became the first country in the world to 
create a Ministry of Scientific Research and Natural Resources with the aim of 
organizing scientific research for national development. Another milestone was the 
adoption of Scientific Policy Resolution by the parliament in March 1958. The draft 
of the resolution was prepared by Nehru himself, with following major aims and 
objectives: 
(i) to foster, promote and sustain, by all appropriate means, the cultivation of 
science and scientific research in all its aspects - pure, applied and 
educational; 
(ii) to ensure an adequate supply, within the country, of research scientists of 
the highest quality, and to recognize their work as an important component 
of the strength of the nation; 
(iii) to encourage and initiate, with all possible speed programmes for the 
training of scientific and technical personal, on a scale adequate to fulfill 
the country's needs in science and education, agriculture and industry and 
defense; 
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(iv) to ensure that the creative talent of men and women is encouraged and 
finds full scope in scientific activity; 
(v) to encourage individual initiative for the acquisition and dissemination of 
knowledge and for the discovery of new knowledge, in an atmosphere of 
academic freedom; and 
(vi) in general, to secure for the people of the country all the benefits that can 
accrue from the acquisition and application of scientific knowledge. 
While science policy bore a testimony of allegiance to science, subsequent 
Five Year Plans, by emphasizing the role and importance of S & T in socio-economic 
development, further strengthened the main aims and objectives of the Resolution. In 
1976, Indira Gandhi, daughter of Nehru and the then prime minister provided further 
strength to the cause. She made the propagation of the scientific temper one of the 
fundamental duties of all the citizens of India and amended the constitution 
accordingly. Since then Indian S & T has come a long way and we can now boast of 
many impressive achievements, especially in the areas of nuclear, 
telecommunications, space and information technologies. However, the fact remains 
that a sizeable section of India's population is still deprived of the benefits of S & T 
which are confined to a handful of people. 
It is unfortunate that science in India did not develop as a widespread 
intellectual activity or as a social movement and has therefore been unable so far to 
change the character of the Indian society. It has failed to solve the basic problem of 
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energy, drinking water, health, food, education and other essential needs of the large majority 
of the people, especially of the rural areas. The need of the hour therefore is to connect 
science and technology with social realities of the country, as science without social concern 
cannot mobilize people to change the way they think or live. In order to bring about 
attitudinal changes among the people the bond between science and society, which is almost 
non existent today has to be strengthened in order to utilize the full potentials of scientific 
achievements. The public understanding of science has to be enhanced so that it can play an 
active role in deciding the priorities besides promoting the cause of science and minimize the 
automatic acceptance of the experts' advice. Isaac Asimov, the famous science writer, has 
rightly advised that "...without an informed public, scientists will not only no longer be 
supported financially, they will be actively persecuted" (Gregory, 1991:7) 
The prevalent notion that science and technology are specialized areas of study meant 
only for a gifted few inevitably leads to public ignorance of scientific development and even 
indifference to its implications. A general awareness of science and technology has to be 
universally achieved to give a direction to researches conducted in this field. The public 
understanding of science can thus create a climate for a change of priorities determined 
exclusively by scientists and technocrats. It can make the India's developmental efforts more 
inclusive and realistic than is the case today. 
It is here that the role of science communication assumes greater significance for 
it can play an important role in making the public scientifically literate. It is a 
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difficult task in India at the moment for there is a dearth of good science 
communicators, as the field is relatively new and also not many people having 
scientific background opt for courses in Journalism and Mass communication. 
Moreover, those who are already in the field, face a great number of hurdles when it 
comes to reporting on scientific matters. Also for a country like India, where hundred 
per cent literacy still remains a dream, more innovative methods should be evolved to 
inform people on scientific matters. The traditional methods of communication such 
as puppetry, folk songs and dances could be utilized. There is also a need to set up 
more interactive science centres both in rural as well as urban areas to attract more 
people to science and to give them a chance to do science. Science teaching at schools 
and curriculum too need to be revisited as the present system encourages rote learning 
instead of developing an understanding and appreciation of the subject. Perhaps it 
would be a better idea to make cumulative efforts in all directions if benefits of 
science and technology are to be made accessible to all. A. Rahman rightly says, 
"There still remains the task of evolving a scientific tradition, of linking ancient, 
medieval and modern scientific thought, and of creating a set of national values 
around which ideas can be crystallized and possibilities for further development 
organized"(Rahman, 1968:45). 
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Science writing especially in Europe and North America evolved from centuries old 
system of secretly communicating details of discoveries of the scientists among 
themselves because of censorship imposed by the church and the state. It began in the 
sixteenth century when these scientists met quietly in different cities to share their 
findings in the new natural philosophy. These meetings of scholars and artists later on 
established a tradition of open and oral communication on matters of science 
(Burkett, 1986). The Accademia Secretorum Naturae which started in Naples, Italy in 
1560 was the first of such societies where scientists could meet easily. Accademia dei 
Lincei of Rome in 1603 and Academia del Cimento of Florence in 1657 followed. In 
England, Francis Bacon proposed the Royal Society for the Improvement of Natural 
Knowledge in 1620 that was later approved by Charles II in 1662. Interestingly many 
of the members of the Society had been meeting under the name of the Invisible 
College for years in such academia as Gresham, London and Oxford. Later on 
Academie des Sciences in Paris in 1666 by Louis XIV and Berlin Academy in 1700 
by Elector Frederick were established on the same lines. The United States chartered 
its National Academy of Sciences in 1863. 
Letters, monographs and books written in Latin were exchanged between 
individuals and societies. Scientists preferred printed letters so that copies could be 
sent to fellow scientists through what looked like ordinary mail and this could also 
save them from the prying eyes of the government officials. Despite this in 1667 
Henry Oldenberg, secretary of the Royal Society was imprisoned in the Tower of 
London as the British Secretary of State took exception to certain remarks in a 
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scientific communication about England's conduct in the war with the Dutch for the 
East Indies trade. 
Oldenberg, through his personal efforts, began publication of Philosophical 
Transaction, the journal of Royal Society in March 1665, and thus pioneered 
scientific journalism. Being proficient in many languages, he also translated letters 
from many sources for publication in English and Latin. In this he established the 
trend of scientists acting as editors of the scientific society journals and publications 
in the vernacular as Burkett points out, "Oldenberg coaxed nearly two hundred letters 
from the garment maker, Antoni van Leeuwenhoeck, father of microscopy. It was 
many years before the Royal Society assumed responsibility for the scientific journal" 
(Burkett, 1986:17-18). It was these efforts that provided strength to scientific research 
in Europe. 
The second of the first two scientific journals which started in the year 1665 
was Journal des Scavans. Although there were not many literate persons at that time 
but most of what was written could be understood by the literate masses. With the 
increase in literacy rate early versions of newspapers and magazines started to appear 
in UK and the rest of Europe. The articles from scientific journals were selected by 
the publishers-editors-printers of these newspapers and magazines, rewritten and 
reprinted on the basis of their acceptability and interest value among the readers. The 
publishers-editors-printers also arranged for the members of the various scientific 
societies that existed to write for the general readers of the newspapers. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
In UK the short-lived success of the Roundheads in tne^SWt^ar brought 
with it the country's first effort at printed official propaganda of science knowledge in 
The Publick Intelligencer. On the other hand the end of Stuart dynasty by the late 
seventeenth century brought with it the end of press licensing in 1694. However, the 
Stamp Act of 1712 gave an alternative method of control by necessitating registration 
for the collection of stamp duty. Nevertheless, the 1730's and 40's saw the 
development of the biting and satirical political essays as a form of journalism by 
Fielding, Defoe, Swift, Amherst and others. By the middle of the 18th century there 
were five London dailies each with a circulation of 1500 and many other types of 
publication with a total circulation between them of 1,00,000 copies and perhaps a 
million readers, "...the purchase of an occasional newspaper [was] well within the 
reach of all but the poorest workers" (Smith, 1979:57). 
The growing appetite for news broadened the subjects covered to include 
natural phenomena, for example, the Penny London Post ran a series on hurricanes, 
earthquakes and volcanoes in March 1745. The strange natural phenomena, such as 
electricity, were also the subject of diverting performances delivered by itinerant 
entertainers. However, perhaps the greatest boost for 'science in public' was the 
build-up to the French and American revolutions, in which knowledge and 
technology were part of the tools of power to be harnessed in the interests of the 
common man rather than concentrated in the hands of the rich and the powerful. 
Hence the appearance of Diderot's Encyclopedic in France and the proliferation of 
useful 'pioneer type' inventions in America. The French and American newspapers 
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were also powerful agents of change, outstanding examples include L 'Ami du Peuple, 
started by Marat, and the Boston Gazette and County Journal started by Samuel 
Adams. The freedom of expression was enshrined in the first amendment to the 
American Constitution, but there was no such luck under Napoleon, who imposed 
strict press censorship all over Europe. 
However, besides newspapers, books too played an important role in 
popularization of science. The books written were not only for adults but also 
children; the new natural philosophy of Isaac Newton was popularized through John 
Newberry's 1761 children's text The Newtonian System of Philosophy. Boon says 
about this book that "In this a character named Tom Telescope lectures a group of 
children on subjects from the solar system to the human mind, with interjections from 
the children" (Boon, 2006:8). An earlier example is Boston's Publick Occurences, 
published in North America, who wrote about fever, ague and smallpox in 1690, 
repeating the European experience. Benjamin Franklin, one of the founders of 
American science, printed an account of his kite and lightening adventures in the 
October 19, 1752, issue of the Pennsylvania Gazett, which he himself published. 
However, later on when the chief interest of the editors shifted to party 
politics, the great scientific innovations and events of the 19th century, like the 
successful demonstrations of the steamboat (1807), the steam rail car (1830), the 
telegraph (1844), and the telephone (1876) could not get appropriate coverage in the 
newspapers. In the 1880's science and scientific research became highly 
professionalized and started moving away from the popularization stream although 
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the non-scientists still shared interest in the new knowledge with the scientists. In 
1883 the editor of Science invited people from the general public to collect specimens 
of rocks, plants and insects to be analysed by the local scientific societies. 
It was during this time that scientists began to establish their own professional 
bodies and many of them left the local societies. The control of American Association 
of the Advancement of Science passed into the hands of research scientists. The 
public education through lectures, exhibits and museums remained with local 
societies as an artifact often managed by the social and financial elites (Burkett, 
1986). Though the scientists more or less withdrew from the general societies and 
larger audiences the popular press editors continued to write on scientific issues in a 
manner that their readers could understand. However, at times, in order to make 
science more palatable and sometimes to gain cheap popularity over their rivals, some 
newspapers and magazines resorted to such techniques as falsification and 
sensationalisation of science news. Burkett (1986:18-19) comments, "In its peculiar 
way, popular journalism of the time helped this movement along. Although some 
newspapers and magazines accurately reported science news, others used 
pseudoscience and sensationalized science to wage newspaper war." 
Shortland and Gregory (1991:14) further elaborate, "Popularizers have had 
different intentions: in the middle of the nineteenth century they wanted to bring to 
the masses the joy and moral benefit of knowledge; they wanted to reveal the hand of 
God in Nature; they wanted, by exposing the world as an organized, ordered system, 
to keep the working class in its place". By that time workers too had recognized the 
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power of knowledge and therefore did not mind spending on magazines and popular 
books. Science started to get wide coverage in the general press too. The demand for 
children books grew rapidly as parents wanted their children to leam science, the 
learning of science for them was "...self-improving, both intellectually and 
economically" (Shortland and Gregory, 1991:14). Boon describes, "The Rev. Dr. 
Brewer arranged the entire matter of A Guide to the Scientific Knowledge of Things 
Familiar, which ran through more than 30 editions in the mid-19 century, in 
question and answer format. 'Why has a dreamer no power of judgment of reason?' it 
asks. 'Because the parts of the brain that are concerned with the performance of these 
functions are inactive and at rest,' comes the immediate reply" (Boon, 2006:8). 
In North America too, newspapers were quick to follow the trend set by the 
intellectual elite of the time and science was given a prominent coverage by them. For 
instance lectures of Thomas Huxley. Louis Agassiz and Asa Grey were often 
published. Science was pleasantly presented and received well too. In 1872 a special 
edition of the New York Tribune carrying the text of John Tyndall's physics lectures 
sold 50,000 copies. 
However, as science grew popular its writing was gradually transferred to the 
reporters from the scientists, who were earlier solely responsible for its 
communication. On the whole, this was a welcome trend except when at times some 
not so scientifically correct reports appeared in the newspapers. One news report for 
example suggested that feeding radium to chickens could result in eggs that would 
boil themselves. The reporter went a little too far in applying imagination to a 
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scientific subject in order to make it interesting for the readers and link it to everyday 
life. The scientists on the other hand were vigilant enough and did not allow things to 
go out of hand and were quick to respond whenever the need arose. 
Meanwhile, in Britain new technology made newspapers easier and cheaper to 
produce and by the end of the eighteenth century newspapers had become forceful 
engines for the promotion of various interest groups such as "he emerging middle 
class (The Times, founded in 1785) and even the newly-emerging industrial working 
class as evidenced by the sale of Cobbett's Political Register (40 to 50 thousand 
copies a week) even though it was unregistered until 1827. It was these publications 
that played a crucial role in bringing about political and economic reform in Britain. 
Strive of the artisans for self improvement saw numerous publications arise to feed 
the demand for knowledge, including technical and scientific. The demand was met 
by the many lectures and courses which became available before the education 
system was gradually expanded to give wider access to the not so well off to aspire to 
training and rewarding careers. The general press carried reports of important 
developments such as Darwin's theory of evolution or the invention of photography. 
The growth in news agencies witnessed a spurt in specialists such as parliamentary, 
foreign and war correspondents. However, towards the end of nineteenth century 
many influential educationists and academics in Britain saw scientific and 
technological approaches as less civilizing and not so worthy of the attention of 
scholars and gentlemen than the classics and liberal arts. Adas points out the reasons, 
"In the decades before World War I there were also challenges to the validity of 
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scientific and technological measures of human worth that were more attuned to the 
broader intellectual preoccupations of the age" (Adas, 1990: 347). This attitude of the 
scholars led to the formation of'two cultures' where experts in arts and science found 
little common vocabulary and mutual understanding. According to Silberschmidt 
(1972:50), "The French Revolution left Europe in a state of internal ferment. It 
underwent an intellectual renaissance which manifested itself politically as a trend 
towards national unity, economically and socially as a transition to industrial 
society...". Traces of this can also be located in the Luddite Movement that led to 
machine-wrecking riots in Northern England (1811-1816) and was primarily against 
the unemployment caused by the introduction of machines in the Industrial 
Revolution. The workers jammed machines with their boots (sabots), which gave the 
term 'sabotage'. Silberschmidt further elaborates, "The battle of minds took the form 
of controversy between liberals, conservatives and socialists. The years 1830 and 
1848 were ones of successful and abortive upheaval, a continuation of the French 
Revolution, that is to say of a struggle against the old class system" (Silberschmidt, 
1972:50). 
Meanwhile, all over Europe, state control on the press was no longer 
sustainable. The German Empire already had a sophisticated technical and scientific 
education and research system in place. Britain was just beginning to catch up with 
the foundation of the civic universities. Near defeat in the World War I alerted Britain 
to her backwardness in science and technology. At last serious efforts were made to 
increase the number of students of scientific and technological subjects and the 
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government began to expand its effort to build up a network of laboratories and 
centres of expertise in technologies necessary for the defence of the state. The press 
started to carry quite complex scientific ideas often in articles written by scientists 
themselves. There was a change in the newspapers too, which were increasingly seen 
as vehicles for branded products, department stores and other aspects of 
consumerism. This development led to greater financial independence from political 
groups and consequentially to a less political and more general role for the press as 
products in their own right, whose content and distribution could come to serve 
commercial as well as ideological interests. It was for the first time, in 1921, that a 
news service dedicated to science reporting appeared. E.W. Scripps of Scripps-
Howard Newspapers and United Press wire service launched Science Service to 
disseminate responsible science news and features (Burkett, 1986:22). Gregory has 
rightly pointed out, "The economic boom of the 1920's had positive consequences for 
popular science. Press magnate Edwin W. Scripps launched the Science Service: a 
news agency which offered 'drama and romance...interwoven with wondrous facts', 
and claimed that 'drama lurks in every test tube'. By the mid twenties, a scientist 
remarked, 'science has at last become articulate, not to say garrulous'" (Gregory, 
1991:14). 
The era of the great press barons, who could use their immense power to 
support or undermine governments and their policies started to unfold. But they were 
soon to face competition from a new mass medium which began in a completely 
different register of public service broadcasting. The BBC's Royal Charter, granted in 
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1926, put it on a par with the Royal Academy and the Bank of England. It was at once 
above politics and completely authoritative. This made it a good home for views that 
could not be accommodated in the capitalist press, such as those of Orwell, Huxley, 
Shaw, and Wells. The place of science and technology also underwent a rather 
strange transformation in the inter-war years. The example of the Soviet Union drew 
attention to the possibilities of harnessing science and technology in the interests of 
the people. Many intellectuals in Britain were attracted by the successes of the Soviet 
regime and passionately urged socialists in other European countries to be guided by 
its example, J.D. Bernal was one of the many such scientists. The trend was also felt 
in journalistic circle with the first professional science journalist in Britain, J.G. 
Crowther, who worked for the Manchester Guardian. 
The Depression of the 1930's saw a dip in the coverage of science and during 
the War the papers dealt with more pressing matters. There was an increase in the 
coverage again through the 1940's with its role of morale-boosting through 
optimistic rhetoric. The press carried the readers through World War II and celebrated 
the accelerated technological achievements of the war years in similar upbeat terms 
(Gregory, 1991). 
The radio's ostensibly neutral political stance and comforting voices of 
authority helped to maintain the morale of the nation at war, at the same time as 
giving citizens the opportunity to reflect on wider issues, philosophical, moral and 
scientific. With Julian Huxley as a founder member of the incredibly popular Brain 
Trust programme, the scientific approach was well represented to the listeners. 
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Scientists also played a central part in winning the war, although once again more 
than ever before, public's faith in science as a vehicle of advancement of human 
civilization was shaken. The two world wars left an indelible mark on the psyche of 
the general public and in turn defined its relationship with science to a great extent. 
Adas rightly points out, "The succession of toxic gases devised by the chemists of the 
adversary powers were perhaps the most diabolical products of the mobilization of 
science...Flame throwers, improved explosives, and devices that made it possible to 
extend the war into the air and under the sea introduced other new ways to slaughter 
the youth of Europe" (Adas, 1990:368). Bertrand Russell's views in 1924, quoted by 
Adas, aptly describe the crisis faced by the Western civilization in the years of World 
War I, "The assumption that the control over nature achieved by science would bring 
'human happiness and well-being' rested on the presupposition that men were 
rational, when in fact, as the recent war had so convincingly demonstrated, they were 
'bundles of passions and instincts" (Adas, 1990:373). However, later on the argument 
that poor leadership and flawed methods of organization, not industrial civilization, 
were the causes of Europe's crisis, led to a renewed thrust in scientific investigation 
and technological innovation. Once again science and technology were seen as the 
only means to Europe's salvation and maintaining its global hegemony. The dropping 
of atomic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki changed the course of history and World 
War II strengthened the view that the more technologically advanced had the right to 
rule. This led Silberschmidt (1972:195) to remark, "Scientists and technologists on 
both sides in World War II competed fiercely in developing this weapon of mass 
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destruction, aware that the winner of the race would win the war". At the end of the 
war, the scientists were esteemed higher than ever before. The Western nations 
started to give high priority to training scientists and engineers and expanding their 
research systems and with the economic boom introduced the new apparatus of 
welfare state, with social security, free health and education to look after their 
citizens. The end of World War II also saw the end of paper rationing leading to more 
and more specialist publications and books becoming available to wider audience 
who now enjoyed educational opportunities not imagined before. 
The scientific and technological developments of World War II brought with 
it the need of more science writers, in order to explain to the general public inventions 
like radar and atomic bomb. As scientific and technological developments gained 
further momentum after the war the need for science writers became more pressing. It 
was accelerated greatly by the programme to place man on the moon by the end of 
1960's after which the environmental movement of the 1970's focused journalists' 
attention on science's social, economic and political fallouts. 
The television of course played its part, especially in bringing into people's 
living room events such as the launch of the Sputnik in 1957. With BBC 2's Horizon 
in 1964 science became a regular feature of television in Britain. Without television 
recording, race for the moon, won by the Americans in 1969, would not have been so 
exciting. These events and other developments in science were portrayed in highly 
optimistic terms. Even then not all science was public and the excuse largely was the 
Cold War, which focused the research spending on defence and offence weapons, 
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including expanding of nuclear arsenals. During this period the applied sciences also 
featured strongly in the non-fiction cinema aimed at general audiences in the guise of 
scientific medicine and public health. An example is the director Paul Rotha's film 
World of Plenty (1943) made in collaboration with the nutrition scientist John Boyd 
Orr. It was much later in 1985 that to give momentum to science communication the 
Royal Society's Bodmer Report created the Committee on the Public Understanding 
of Science (COPUS). This provided a lot of impetus to the area of public 
understanding of science and activities in this field increased manifold, 
The Royal Society had looked in its report at the question of public 
understanding of science and technology from the point of view of how it 
affects science, and seemed to be guided by the belief that the more people 
knew about science and technology, the more they would come to value and 
respect them (Gregory, 1997). 
The appointment of the historian science minister William Waldergrave saw 
things improve further in the area of public understanding of science. The various 
activities and achievements of COPUS were documented and evaluated. Encouraged 
by the support COPUS ensured that the government gave a firm commitment to 
public understanding in the 1993 science White Paper, Realising Our Potential. This 
led to a chain reaction from not only government and professional scientific bodies 
which already had become active in promoting science, but a profit making venture 
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like National Lottery too came forward in support of science popularization by 
donating $1 billion for the purpose of establishing twenty five new science centres. 
Now as Boddington points out, "...promoting public understanding is a significant 
agenda for scientists in government, universities, industry, and for a new generation 
of science communicators" (Boddington 2000:24). 
Since 1985, the public understanding movement in the UK has matured and a 
new cadre of professional science communicators has cropped up either funded by the 
Government or on their own initiative. Alongside them, hundreds of other scientists, 
curators, schoolteachers, ordinary people, companies and charities have built a strong 
amateur tradition. However, for the amateur resources are always a problem, as a 
result their activities are confined to their spare time. In 1998, the amateur Science 
Weekers organised one-third of the 1800 events and drew nearly two thirds of the 1.2 
million audience. Gamble, with the enthusiastic support of science minister William 
Waldergrave organized the first National Science Week in 1994. The Week has since 
retained its refreshing madcap approach to presenting science and its distinctive press 
coverage. Boddington subtly summarizes the whole thing, "Nationally, the showpiece 
events remain the British Association Annual Festival and National Science Week. 
The Festival is an event hosted by scientists for scientists and the scientifically 
literate. It attracts unrivalled media coverage. Science Week reflects its non-scientific 
creator, Brian Gamble, who has a penchant for bar-coding grannies" (Boddington, 
2000:24). 
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The media in the UK plays an important role in presenting science as clearly indicated 
by a MORI/OST survey which shows that 81% of the people wish to receive information 
about science through television news and 74% through national newspapers. The press 
coverage is more extensive than many scientists realize and researches show that there are a 
hundred articles and a hundred thousand words each week in London-based national 
newspapers. In a five-week sample period in 1998, there were between two and thirty-seven 
science articles daily (Boddington, 2000). However, according to Boddington, not all these 
articles promote public understanding of science. Some are hostile while others fail to 
interpret the science correctly. But coverage is surprisingly good, particularly by dedicated 
science journalists, "Accuracy is all too rapidly lost, however, when non-science journalists 
report a story that requires them to interpret complex issues of risk. Health, food issues and 
radiation are particular problem areas where there are as many failures in communication 
than successes" (Boddington, 2000:25). 
Meanwhile, besides straightforward promotion of science, many more subtle 
communication strategies that engage the public in debating science have been evolved like 
Consensus Conferences, People's Parliament and use of theatre and dance. These began in 
earnest with the Science Museum's consensus conference on biotechnology in 1995. Later 
the UK Centre for Economic and Environmental Development hosted a consensus conference 
on nuclear waste. The dynamics of these new approaches remain to be studied in detail 
(Boddington, 2000:25). 
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The surveys in the past have thrown interesting light on the nature of the 
relationship between science and the public. The first survey of public knowledge 
about science and technology was carried out in the USA in 1957 to meet the 
requirement of the National Association of Science Writers for an accurate picture of 
its potential readership. Now, such surveys are carried out regularly in the USA by 
the National Science Foundation. In 1988 the Economic and Social Research Council, 
UK, funded the first British survey of the public understanding of science. The survey 
was designed to be comparable to the US surveys, and it included a series of 
questions that have come to be known as the Oxford Knowledge Quiz, and which has 
since been used in surveys in several other countries (Gregory, 1997). 
The results of the UK survey were published in Nature in 1989 (Durant, 
1989). The public knowledge of science was good on some topics, for example, 
almost everyone knew that hot air rises, 86 percent knew that the centre of the Earth 
is very hot, 94 percent knew that sunlight can cause cancer, 72 percent that the 
continents are moving about very slowly on the surface of the Earth and 60 percent 
that the oxygen we breathe comes from plants. Whereas, knowledge was not quite so 
good on other topics, for example, only 55 percent thought that antibiotics kill viruses 
as well as bacteria and 70 percent were of the view that natural vitamins are better for 
them than vitamins made in a laboratory. It is interesting to find that extraneous 
factors played an important role in influencing and determining people's belief and 
attitude towards science, for example, while 80 percent of the British people agreed 
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with the statement that humans developed from earlier species of animals, only 45 
percent of Americans said so. 
These and similar surveys have produced a great deal of interesting 
information about public understanding of science, but they have also attracted a lot 
of criticism. The critics have argued that these surveys reinforce a 'deficit model' of 
public understanding of science, which implies that the public is deficient or lacking 
in scientific knowledge. Since these surveys largely test people's knowledge of 
scientific 'facts', the 'deficit model' presents a picture of a scientific community 
which has all the facts and a public which does not have enough. It is asserted that 
science is much more than just facts and therefore the public should also know how 
these facts are generated. However, it may not be possible to describe scientific 
method to the public but it is certainly possible to describe what particular scientists 
did in a particular piece of work, and this may generate some insight into the nature 
and value of scientific knowledge. 
Since 1985, there have been improvements in terms of engagement of 
scientists with the media mainly because of the increasing willingness of the scientists 
to interact with it. The interaction of science and the media and its impact on the 
public has become a crucial subject of academic research and study. The public 
knowledge of and about science has improved too as is evident from surveys by John 
Durant of the Science Museum (Boddington, 2000:25). These surveys indicate the 
changes taking place in public's perception of science from 1988 to 1996. The main 
findings are as follows: 
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(a) The British public became a little more knowledgeable about science: average 
scores on 6 true/false questions increased by 11 percent. 
(b) Elementary knowledge of DNA increased from 43% to 81%. 
(c) Respondents aged 25-34 years performed best in 1988 but in 1996 it was 
35-44 year-olds suggesting a missed decade 
(d) The public has become more ambivalent in its attitudes to science. 
Though how much of these developments are due to increased efforts to 
promote public understanding and how much is due to wider educational and cultural 
changes is still not known as researchers are working to ascertain the precise role of 
public understanding endeavours. The public understanding community often appears 
to be wondering as to what exactly they have been promoting all these years or what 
is it that needs to be promoted more: science, public understanding of science or 
mutual understanding between the public and the scientists. Public perceptions of 
developments in the biosciences are still far from satisfactory, as only 1% of the 
public regard genetically modified (GM) food as beneficial. The question arises as to 
how the public understanding community reacts to this information, in other words its 
role still needs to be defined. 
The problem is little helped by the fact that the style of science teaching at 
schools and the feeling of alienation are inextricably linked. A comparison of 
common-sense ideas about the world with scientific views may be more beneficial 
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than teaching science as self-contained. Children need to appreciate the different 
nature of scientific thinking and the fact that as compared to Newton and Galileo the 
ideas of Aristotle were much more natural. In general science education avoids 
science personalities and lays less emphasis on telling the processes of science, which 
encourages rote learning rather than an understanding of science. 
Arcane concepts lacking in relevance to everyday life or incomprehensible 
technical language are not the only cause of science refusal. Another important factor 
is the subjective element in the interaction between science and individuals, aided and 
abated, as we saw, by the medium in which the encounter takes place. The subjective 
elements enter into the thinking at quiet an early stage. Fayard (1992) claims that 
children at quite an early age start to receive or reject knowledge according to an 
internal sense of personal style. In schools science is forced upon children but since 
individual choice predominates, the schools and media fail to get them to accept an 
unfamiliar brand of knowledge. There are studies which show that many children 
choose not to receive scientific knowledge throughout their school careers (Solomon, 
1993). The result is that later on in life when this attitude hardens and becomes an 
inescapable part of their behaviour the very thought of receiving scientific knowledge 
becomes quite extraordinarily unfamiliar and threatening. 
However, this is not the only problem as highlighted by "The School Home 
Investigations in Primary Science" which began in 1990. The study brought to light 
some other aspects of the general attitude towards science (Solomon, 1993). The 
study shows that children's world view is a microcosm of their family culture and 
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therefore any approach to science is conditioned by pre-conceived family norms, with 
an over-arching intention, which can be successful in varying measures, to reproduce 
the exact shape of the culture in the children earlier constructed by the parents. The 
child learns by imitation the way its family lives, thinks and behaves. Many parents 
only define for themselves their own culture when they start to bring up their 
children. 
The most curious aspect perhaps of this fateful encounter is the startling 
dichotomy between attitudes towards science-in-practice and science-in-general 
(Michael, 1992). The dilemma is that while interest and commitment might be shown 
to the practice of science a distance is maintained from the principles on which it 
rests. There is no doubt that modern living requires knowledge of science but still 
there are people who for their own reasons stay away from it. However, paradoxically 
this too arises out of the very exigencies of modern life. In this regard findings of two 
studies are highly pertinent, one by Jenkins of pensioners and their thermometers and 
another by MacGill of residents of Sellafield (Solomon, 1993). In both the studies 
people refused acquiescence to scientific revelations which, in their opinion, might 
unveil unavoidable risks to life and environment and could thus result in heightened 
anxiety. Here "ignorance is bliss" syndrome seems responsible for the rejection of 
scientific knowledge. 
The absence of any corresponding mechanism between scientists and the 
general public has increased the already existing gap between the two (Farago, 1976). 
In such a situation both scientists and the public remain unaware of each others 
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problems. Apart from the need for concordance to communicate the ideas of science 
to non-scientists, a new language is also imperative to convert the needs of the society 
to the scientists in concepts that could be readily interpreted. The onus of doing this 
rests with the science communicator, who can develop an interface between the 
people and the scientific community through a vehicle-expression that could 
homogenize diverse ideas and opinions. 
In its all embracing character, science has failed to address itself to those 
intuitive questions which have been troubling human mind for quite some time, 
Appleyard (1992) has succinctly put the point: "Science is effective, but what does it 
tell us about ourselves and how we must live? The brief answer to this is: nothing". 
On the other hand it tells us that there is nothing special about us, we are meaningless 
accidents in a cold universe, nothing is conclusive and we are in 'the middle of 
things'. Just as science holds back from moral or transcendent, so it also holds back 
from providing the individual with an awareness of her place in the world. In 
Appleyard's words, "On the maps provided by science we find everything except 
ourselves" (Appleyard, 1992:9). The inability of science to satisfy the inner yearnings 
of the human selves often makes them more insular and takes them away from the 
alien world of science. 
Our preliminary investigation into the immediate and underlying causes of 
distancing of people from science offers some insight into the complex nature of our 
social existence where tradition and modernity vie with indiscriminate passion to 
make a place in our hearts and minds. In this binary conflict the latter has been 
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identified by the protagonists, rather uncritically, with progress and prosperity, while 
its iconoclastic character has drawn endless criticism from the traditionalists and 
moralists. In this sharpening of intellects the real victim has been the spirit of science 
that has benefited humanity both morally and materially but appears to be suffering 
both as a result of institutional impediments and subjective shortcomings. 
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There are a number of national dailies in India out of which the one selected for the 
purpose of analysis of science news in India is The Times of India, one of India's 
leading newspapers, with its headquarters presently at New Delhi. It publishes 15 
different editions including Global and ePaper Edition equaling a circulation of 2.7 
million copies daily and has a readership of 8.4 million (Wikipedia). This makes it by 
far the world's largest English-language broadsheet newspaper. The paper with 
libertarianism as political allegiance has Jaideep Bose as its Executive Editor since 
2005. The Times of India, named so in 1861, is presently priced at Rs.2 on weekdays 
and Rs.3.40 on Sundays making it easily affordable for the Indian middle classes. The 
paper was founded on November 3, 1838 as The Bombay Times and Journal of 
Commerce to serve the British residents of Western India. It is now owned and 
published by the Bennet, Coleman and Company, India's largest media group 
managed by Indu and Vineet Jain. Bennet, Coleman and Company, along with its 
other group of companies is popularly known as The Times Group which also 
publishes The Economic Times, a leading financial broadsheet. The Times Group has 
recently added Times Now a 24 hour English news channel to its chain of news 
organizations. Times Now is a joint venture between Reuters and The Times Group. 
The Times of India was selected for this study because of its history and the 
fact that it is one of the most widely read newspapers in India. The collection of data 
from The Times of India, New Delhi edition, was mainly from Seminar Library of the 
Department of Mass Communication and Maulana Azad Central Library of Aligarh 
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Muslim University, Aligarh. In both the libraries hard copy of the newspaper is 
available bound in large files on monthly/fortnightly basis. 
Table 1 
Temporal and Spatial Structure of the Sample: The Times of India 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Total 
Year 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
12 Years 
Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Number of News-
Pages Analysed 
106 
160 
144 
112 
110 
106 
132 
134 
130 
146 
160 
148 
1,588 
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The data was collected manually and directly, without any assistance from 
researchers or coders. The space allotted to science news in the published news-pages 
of The Times of India was measured in column centimetres (cc) with a ruler. A total 
of 1,588 news-pages were analysed with the yearly break-up as in Table 1. 
The news-pages of The Times of India were content analysed beginning with 
January 1, 1987, in order to examine the various aspects of the coverage of science 
news in India. In the year 1987 eighteen news stories of science related issues with 
the above mentioned categories were coded in 106 news-pages (Table 2). The news 
related to environmental science topped the list with six stories, while medical 
science and health remained a close second with five. There were three news stories 
related to nuclear science and the remaining four went to four different categories -
general science (agriculture), space science, genetic engineering and computer 
science. 
As stated earlier in the year 1987 environmental science as a broad category 
or theme dominated the coverage of scientific issues both in terms of frequency as 
well as the space devoted to it. One third (6) of the total stories (18) were about 
environmental science. The first news story of the sample with the headline, "Steps to 
curb Gomti pollution", was published on the front page of The Times of India dated 
January 1, 1987. This two column news was about checking the pollution of river 
Gomti, a major river of Lucknow, the capital city of Uttar Pradesh, a politically very 
important State. The highest number of MPs to the parliament are from the Uttar 
Pradesh and Rajiv Gandhi who was the prime minister at that time also belonged to 
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this State. Another related news item on river pollution which could manage to get 
front page coverage was published on January 5, 1987, a four column news which 
carried both byline and photograph. The news item with the headline, "Now cleaning 
of Indira canal" was written by Savyasaachi Jain and was about cleaning of a canal, 
named after former prime minister Indira Gandhi and mother of the then prime 
minister Rajiv Gandhi. On January 2, 1987 a four column news written by Surinder 
Sud was published on the front page which discussed afforestation with the headline, 
"Afforestation plan a tall order", while another with the headline, "A different 
approach to ecology problems" managed two column space on page nine. 
Environmental science as a theme seems to have been taken seriously by the 
newspaper evident by the space and prominence accorded to it. 
The medical science and health and nuclear science were other broad themes 
getting prominence in terms of space and placement. While news stories were written 
on breast cancer, malaria and cataract blindness, owing to the tensions between India 
and its neighbouring country Pakistan, news items with such headline, as, "Pak 
develops new N-detector" were published (January 1, 1987). The other prominent 
news stories were about Ronald Reagan's Star War programme, with the headline, 
"Reagan seeks $ 2b more for 'star wars' (January 5, 1987, Front page) and "ASLV 
launching by March end" (January 6, 1987, Front page). India had developed the 
indigenous capability of space launches by the year 198 land the first developmental 
flight of a Space Launch Vehicle (SLV-3) was conducted in May, 1981. Also a four 
column news on agriculture science (headline, "No room for complacency on food 
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front"), written by L.K. Sharma was published (January 5, 1987, page 4). India's 
economy is heavily dependent on agriculture and two- third of its population lives in 
villages. 
Out of a total of 18 science news stories seven carried bylines. Four news 
stories on environmental science and one each on medical science and health, general 
science (agriculture) and computer science appeared with bylines. The other 11 
stories mentioned Times of India News Service (TOINS) as their source. 
The total space devoted to science news stories was 591 cc with the break-up 
given in Table 2. 
Although environment was given the most prominent coverage both in terms 
of space and the number of stories published on it, the average space per news story 
devoted to general science (agriculture) was the highest. It was 54 cc for this category 
of science news with space science as a broad category not very far behind with an 
average space per news story of 50 cc. thus indicating that more detailed news was 
published on these two broad categories. 
The placement of science news was such that one-third of the 18 news stories 
or six science news stories were placed on the front page, half of these or three stories 
were related to environmental science, while two dealt with nuclear science and one 
with space science. This is indicative of the fact that these three broad categories were 
preferred over others and thus found spaces on the front pages of The Times of India. 
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Table 2 
Science News Coverage in India: 1987 
S. No. Category of Science News Space in Column Number of 
Centimetres Stories 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Environmental Science 
Medical Science and Health 
Nuclear Science 
General Science (Agriculture) 
Space Science 
Computer Science 
Genetic Engineering and 
Biotechnology 
271 
93 
60 
54 
50 
35 
28 
6 
5 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Total 591 18 
Chart 1 
Science News Coverage in India in Column 
Centimetres: 1987 
300-
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The representative sample of the year 1988 comprised 160 published news-
pages that were scanned manually from the month of February. Starting with the 8 
of February The Times of India of seven consecutive days except Sunday were 
content analysed. 
In all 11 science news-stories were found fit for analysis, out of which four 
belonged to the broad category of environmental science, three to medical science 
and health, two to nuclear science and one each to computer science, and space 
science. None of the news stories were related to the broad categories of general 
science and genetic engineering and biotechnology. Two news stories carried bylines 
out of which one belonged to the broad category of environmental science while the 
other discussed issues related to nuclear science. Three science news stories were 
published by arrangement with International Herald Tribune and NYT Service. The 
remaining six science news stories mentioned Times of India News Service (TOINS) 
as their source. 
Three news stories were placed on the front pages and dealt with issues on 
medical science and health (1), environmental science (1) and nuclear science (1). 
The total space devoted to science news stories was 390 cc with the following 
break- up (Table 3): 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Table 3 
Science News Coverage in India: 1988 
106 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Category of Science News 
Environmental Science 
Computer Science 
Medical Science and Health 
Nuclear Science 
Space Science 
Total 
Space in Column 
Centimetres 
119 
96 
94 
62 
19 
390 
Number of 
Stories 
4 
1 
3 
2 
1 
11 
Chart 2 
Science News Coverage in India in Column 
Centimetres: 1988 
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Once again environmental science as a broad category of science news was 
given the best coverage, both in terms of the number of stories published and also the 
area devoted to it in column centimetres (Chart 2). Here the average space given to 
one science news story is highest in the case of computer science (96 cc). 
A representative sample was selected from the March issues for the year 1989. 
Data for the seven consecutive days excluding Sunday, starting from March 15, 1989 
was selected for analysis. In total 144 published news-pages were scanned manually. 
The content analysis of this year's sample of science news suggested a 
coverage that was a mix of issues related to environmental science, medical science 
and health and nuclear science. Overall 16 science news stories were found suitable 
for analysis and coded. Out of these 50% or eight news stories were related to issues 
in the field of medical science and health. Four news stories belonged to the broad 
category of environmental science, while three discussed issues related to nuclear 
science and weapons. One was related to digital science and computers. 
Only three science stories were given bylines. Two stories on health related 
issues carried bylines while one news story on environmental science was credited. 
Rest of the stories (13) mentioned Times of India News Service as their source. Four 
out of the 16 news stories were placed on the front pages, out of which two stories 
discussed environmental science issues and one each was related to medical science 
and health and nuclear science. The overall coverage for the representative sample of 
the year 1989 was 316 cc with the following break-up (Table 4): 
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Table 4 
Science News Coverage in India: 1989 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Category of Science News 
Medical Science and Health 
Environmental Science 
Nuclear Science 
Computer Science 
Total 
Space in Column 
Centimetres 
179 
69 
61 
7 
316 
Number of 
Stories 
8 
4 
3 
1 
16 
Chart 3 
Science News Coverage in India in Column 
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As the data suggests, medical science and health issues were given the most 
prominent coverage both in terms of number of stories devoted to them (8) and also 
the amount of space that they covered (179 cc). The average space per news story was 
also highest in the case of broad category of medical science and health (22.3 cc). 
A representative sample was drawn from the April issues of The Times of 
India for the analysis of science news in India for the year 1990. In all 112 published 
news-pages of The Times of India were analysed starting from April 22, 1990, for 
seven consecutive days, excluding Sundays. 
Table 5 
Science News Coverage in India: 1990 
S. No. Category of Science News Space in Column Number of 
_ _ Centimetres Stories 
1 Medical Science and Health 134 6 
2 Environmental Science 114 3 
3 Nuclear Science 43 2 
Total 291 11 
Out of 11 news stories coded, six were related to medical science and health. 
Three discussed issues related to environmental science and two belonged to the 
broad category of nuclear science. Only one science news story belonging to the 
category of medical science and health carried byline. The front page coverage was 
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poor with only one story relating to medical science and health appearing on it. The 
overall coverage for the representative sample of the year 1990 was 291 cc (Chart 4) 
with the break-up shown in Table 5. 
Chart 4 
Science News Coverage in India in Column 
Centimetres: 1990 
Medical Science and Environmental Nuclear Science 
Health Science 
In the year 1990 too, much like the previous year, medical science and health 
issues were given most prominent coverage both in terms of number of stories (6) and 
amount of space (134 cc). However, the average space per news story was highest in 
the case of the broad category of environmental science (38 cc). 
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A representative sample for the year 1991 was selected from the May issues. 
Data from seven consecutive days excluding Sunday, starting from May 2, 1991 was 
selected for analysis. In all 144 published news-pages of The Times of India were 
scanned manually. 
The content analysis of this year's sample of science news suggested a 
coverage that was a mix of issues related to environmental science, medical science 
and health, computer science and nuclear science. 
Altogether 9 science news stories were analysed, out of which one third or 
three news stories were related to issues on environmental science. Nuclear science 
too bagged an equal share with three stories. Out of the remaining three, two news 
stories belonged to medical science and health. A curious news story on May 6 was 
about George Bush's health. One discussed issues related to computer science. The 
highest average space was earned by a news story on environmental science. 
There were only three science stories that were given bylines and all of them 
belonged to the broad category of environmental science. The remaining stories (6) 
mentioned Times of India News Service (TOINS) and/or different news agencies as 
their source. 
The overall coverage for the representative sample of the year 1991 was 305 
cc with the following break-up (Table 6): 
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Table 6 
Science News Coverage in India: 1991 
S. Category of Science News Space in Column Number of 
No. Centimetres Stories 
1 Environmental Science 130 3 
2 Nuclear Science 106 3 
3 Medical Science and Health 48 2 
4 Computer Science 22 I 
Total 305 9 
Chart 5 
Science News Coverage in India in 
Column Centimetres: 1991 
Environmental Science Nuclear Science Medical Science and Computer Science 
Health 
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Two news stories were found to be placed on the front pages of The Times of 
India, one each belonging to environmental science and nuclear science. Three news 
stories on environmental science were given bylines (two by Usha Rai and one by N. 
Suresh). 
A representative sample for the year 1992 was selected from the June issues 
of The Times of India. Data from the seven consecutive days excluding Sunday, 
starting from June 10, 1992 was selected for analysis. A total of 106 published news-
pages were scanned manually. 
The content analysis of this year's sample of science news suggested a 
coverage dominated by issues related to environmental science. The issues related to 
nuclear science and general science were also covered. A total of 28 science news 
stories were found worthy of analysis and coded, out of which 19 news stories were 
related to issues on environmental science. Seventeen of these news stories covered 
the Earth Summit which was held at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil from 3-14 June, 1992. 
The sources for the stories on the Earth Summit were diverse, including one by the 
science correspondent of The Times of India. There were four stories written by 
Darryl D' Monte from Rio de Janeiro while for the remaining 13 national (PTI) as 
well foreign news agencies (AP, Reuter) were the sources. There were six news 
stories belonging to the broad category of nuclear science while three discussed issues 
on general science. Almost all news stories related to the Earth Summit carried 
photographs. Ten news stories were placed on the front pages, out of which seven 
were related to the Earth Summit and the remaining three to nuclear science. Gautam 
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Adhikari and L.K. Sharma wrote news stories related to nuclear science. The overall 
coverage for the representative sample of the year 1992 was 1393.5 cc (Chart 6) with 
the following break-up: 
Table 7 
Science News Coverage in India: 1992 
S. No. Category of Science News Space in Column 
Centimetres 
1158.5 
174.0 
61.0 
1393.5 
Number of 
Stories 
19 
6 
3 
2S 
Environmental Science 
Nuclear Science 
General Science 
Total 
Chart 6 
Science News Coverage in India in 
Column Centimetres: 1992 
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A representative sample for the year 1993 was selected from the July issues of 
The Times of India. Data from seven consecutive days excluding Sunday, starting 
from July 17, 1993 was selected for analysis. A total of 132 published news-pages 
were scanned manually. 
The content analysis of this year's sample of science news suggested a 
coverage that was a mix of issues related to medical science and health, computer 
science, environmental science, space science and general science. A total of 14 
science news stories were found suitable for analysis and coded, out of which five 
news stories were related to issues in the field of medical science and health. There 
were three news stories belonging to the broad category of environmental science, 
while three discussed issues related to computer science. Two stories related to space 
science and one belonging to the broad category of general science was also coded. 
In all only three science news were given bylines. Two stories on health 
related issues were credited while one science news story on environmental science 
carried byline. The remaining stories (11) mentioned Times of India News Service as 
their source. 
None of these news stories carried any photograph or graphics with them. 
Two out of 14 news stories were placed on the front pages. One news story related to 
environmental science and one on medical science and health were placed on the 
front pages. The total coverage for the representative sample of the year 1993 was 
550 cc (Chart 7) with the following breakup (Table 8): 
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Table 8 
Science News Coverage in India: 1993 
S. No. Category of Science News Space in Column Number of 
Centimetres Stories 
) Medical Science and Health 
2 Computer Science 
3 Environmental Science 
4 Space Science 
5 General Science 
Total 
200 
150 
90.5 
79.5 
30 
550 
5 
3 
3 
2 
1 
14 
Chart 7 
Science News Coverage in India in 
Column Centimetres: 1993 
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A representative sample for the analysis of science news in India for the year 
1994 was drawn from the August issues of The Times of India. In all 134 published 
news-pages of Times of India were analysed starting from August 25, 1994, for seven 
consecutive days, excluding Sundays. 
17 news stories were found fit for analysis and coded, out of which seven 
were about medicine and health. Another seven discussed issues related to the broad 
category of general science. However, in terms of space, the broad category of 
medical science and health topped the list and managed to get 305 cc with seven 
stories. The broad category of general science was next with equal number of stories 
as the category of medical science and health (7) but with lesser space (214 cc). 
Under the broad category of general science such topics were covered as 
"Artificial photosynthetic system" and "Plant virus". One news story under this 
category discussed primate's behaviour with the headline "Chimp's hair reveal new 
facts" (The Times of India, August 27, 1994). Two news stories about space science 
and one belonging to the broad category of nuclear science were also published. 
Only one science news story belonging to the category of medical science and health 
carried byline. The front page coverage too was not very impressive as only two 
stories, one relating to medical science and health and the other to nuclear science, 
managed to get space on it. 
The total coverage for the representative sample of the year 1994 was 604.50 
cc (Chart 8) with the following subject-wise break-up (Table 9): 
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Table 9 
Science News Coverage in India: 1994 
S. No. Category of Science News Space in Column Number of 
Centimetres Stories 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Medical Science and Health 
General Science 
Space Science 
Nuclear Science 
Total 
305 
214.5 
55 
30 
604.50 
7 
7 
2 
1 
17 
Chart 8 
Science News Coverage in India in 
Column Centimetres: 1994 
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A representative sample for the year 1995 was selected from the September 
issues of The Times of India. Data from seven consecutive days excluding Sunday, 
starting from September 1, 1995 was selected for analysis. A total of 130 published 
news-pages were scanned manually. 
The content analysis of this year's sample of science news suggested a 
coverage that was dominated by issues related to medical science and health. A total 
of 16 science news stories were found suitable for analysis and coded, out of which 8 
news stories were related to issues in the field of medical science and health. Five 
new stories discussed advances made in the field of general science while two news 
stories belonged to the broad category of environmental science. One story belonging 
to the broad category of computer science was also published. Only one news story 
related to the field of medical science and health was given byline. One managed 
front-page coverage and was related to health. The overall coverage for the 
representative sample for 1995 was 652 cc (Chart 9) with following categories: 
Table 10 
Science News Coverage in India: 1995 
S. No. Category of Science News Space in Column Number of 
Centimetres Stories 
1 Medical Science and Health 355 8 
2 General Science 160 5 
3 Environmental Science 92 2 
4 Computer Science 45 1 
Total 652 16 
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Science News Coverage in India in 
Column Centimetres: 1995 
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A representative sample for the year 1996 was selected from the October 
issues of The Times of India. Data from seven consecutive days excluding Sunday, 
starting from October 9, 1996 was selected for analysis. A total of 146 published 
news-pages were scanned manually. 
In the year 1996, much like the previous year, medical science and health 
issues were given prominent coverage both in terms of number of stories devoted to 
them (10) and also the amount of space that they covered (650.5 cc). However, the 
average space per news story was highest for general science (84 cc). 
Apart from medical science and health other issues that were given coverage 
in different proportions were related to environmental science, computer science, 
general science and space science. 
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A total of 16 science news stories were analysed and coded, out of which 
more than half (10) were related to medical science and health. The issues related to 
environmental science were discussed in three news stories. Out of the remaining 
three, one each belonged to computer science, space science and general science. 
There were four science news stories with front-page coverage and all of them 
belonged to the broad category of medical science and health. Five stories were given 
bylines, of which four were related to medical science and health and one to 
environmental science. The remaining stories (11) mentioned Times of India News 
Service (TOINS) and different national and foreign news agencies and syndicates as 
their sources. 
The representative sample of the year 1996 had a total coverage of 975.5 cc 
(Chart 10) with the following subject-wise break-up: 
Table 11 
Science News Coverage in India: 1996 
S. Category of Science News 
No. 
Space in Column Number of 
Centimetres Stories 
1 Medical Science and Health 
2 Environmental Science 
3 General Science 
4 Space Science 
Total 
650.5 
146.0 
84.0 
20.0 
975.5 
10 
3 
1 
1 
16 
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Chart 10 
Science News Coverage in India in 
Column Centimetres: 1996 
Medical Science Environmental General Science Space Science 
and Health Science 
. . . 
A representative sample for the year 1997 was selected from the November 
issues of The Times of India. Data from seven consecutive days excluding Sunday, 
starting from November 18, 1997 was selected for analysis. A total of 160 published 
news-pages were scanned manually. 
The content analysis of this year's sample of science news suggested a 
coverage that was a mix of issues related to medical science and health, space 
science, environmental science, computer science and general science. A total of 15 
science news stories were found suitable for analysis and coded, out of which six 
news stories were related to issues in the field of medical science and health. Four 
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news stories belonged to the broad category of space science while three discussed 
issues related to environmental science. Out of the remaining two, one each went to 
computer science and general science. Only one science story on environmental 
science was given byline. The remaining stories (14) mentioned Indian news agencies 
(7) and foreign sources (8) as their source. 
Three science news stories on issues related to medical science and health and 
two stories related to space science carried photographs or graphics with them. None 
of the news stories were placed on the front page. The overall coverage for the 
representative sample of the year 1997 was 514 cc (Chart 11) with the following 
break-up: 
Table 12 
Science News Coverage in India: 1997 
S. Category of Science News 
No. 
Space in Column Number of 
Centimetres Stories 
1 Medical Science and Health 
2 Space Science 
3 Environmental Science 
4 Computer Science 
5 General Science 
188.0 
156.5 
113.0 
34.5 
22.0 
6 
4 
3 
1 
1 
Total 514.0 15 
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Chart 11 
Science News Coverage in India in 
Column Centimetres: 1997 
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Twenty four (24) news stories of science related issues with the above 
mentioned categories were found in 148 news-pages of the year 1998 of The Times of 
India (Table 13). Once again medical science and health topped the list with seven 
stories, while environmental science bagged four. Four news stories were related to 
nuclear science and four went to the broad category of general science. The remaining 
five were shared by computer science (4) and genetic engineering and biotechnology 
0). 
Out of the total of 24 science news stories, four carried bylines. Two news 
stories on environmental science and two on medical science and health carried 
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bylines. Out of the remaining 20 stories, 15 mentioned foreign news agencies and 
syndicates as their source. Two news stories, one each on medical science and health 
and nuclear science were placed on front pages. 
The total space devoted to science news stories was 967 cc (Chart 12) with the 
following break-up: 
Table 13 
Science News Coverage in India: 1998 
S. Category of Science News 
No. 
Space in Column Number of 
Centimetres Stories 
1 Medical Science and Health 
2 General Science 
3 Nuclear Science 
4 Computer Science 
5 Environmental Science 
6 Genetic Engineering and 
Biotechnology 
289.5 
206.0 
164.0 
146.0 
141.5 
20.0 
4 
4 
4 
4 
1 
Total 967.0 24 
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Chart 12 
Science News Coverage in India in 
Column Centimetres: 1998 
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Data Analysis and Discussion 
(i) Extent of Science News Coverage 
A total of 195 science news stories appeared in the representative sample of 
The Times of India from January 1987 to December 1998. In all 84 editions of the 
newspaper and 1,588 news pages were analysed over a period of 12 years. In terms of 
space allotted in column centimeter, a total of 7549.5 cc were allotted to science news 
in the news pages of 77K? Times of India (Table 14). This makes for an average of 
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16.25 science news stories and an allocation of 629.12 column centimeter of space to 
science news per week. 
The highest science news coverage was recorded in the representative sample 
of the year 1992 both in terms of frequencies of science news as well as the space 
allotted. This particular year, a total of 28 (14.35% of the total) science news were 
published which were allotted 1393.5 column centimeter of space (18.45% of the 
total). The coverage of the year 1992 was inclusive of the space given to the Earth 
Summit, which explains the exceptionally high coverage of science news in the 
newspaper. The next highest in terms of space allotted and frequencies of the science 
news were the coverage of years 1996 and 1998. Although space allotted to science 
news in the year 1996 (975.5cc) was slightly higher than that of the year 1998 
(967cc), frequency of the science news was much higher (24) in the year 1998 as 
compared to 16 of the year 1996. This is an indication that comparatively longer and 
detailed stories were published in the year 1996. This year's coverage (October 9-16, 
1996) included the coverage of an outbreak of Dengue that cost hundreds of lives in 
New Delhi and surrounding areas. Dengue was declared an epidemic at the insistence 
of High Court of New Delhi, India, and in-depth stories on Dengue were written and 
prominently placed on the front pages of the newspaper. 
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Table 14 
Science News Coverage in India: 1987-1998 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Year 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
Total 
Space in Column 
Centimetres 
591 (7.82) 
390(5.16) 
316(4.18) 
291 (3.85) 
305 (4.04) 
1393.5(18.45) 
550 (7.28) 
604.5 (8.00) 
652 (8.63) 
975.5 (12.92) 
514(6.80) 
967(12.80) 
7549.5 (100) 
Number of 
Stories 
18 (9.23) 
11(5.64) 
16(8.20) 
11(5.64) 
9(4.61) 
28(14.35) 
14(7.18) 
17(8.71) 
16(8.20) 
16(8.20) 
15(7.69) 
24(12.30) 
195 (100) 
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Chart /.? 
Science News Coverage in India 
in Column Centimetres: 1987-1998 
In all 195 science news stories were published in the representative sample of 
12 years, i.e., from January 1987 to December 1998, for which the newspaper 
devoted 7549.5 cc. The space used for science news amounts to 1.10% of the total 
print space of the 1,588 pages of The Times of India which equals to 686016 cc. The 
average space occupied by a single science news story in the newspaper comes to 
38.71 cc. 
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(ii) Categories of Science News 
Out of seven broad categories under which science news were coded, medical 
science and health enjoyed the best coverage (Table 15). A total of 67 (34.36% of the 
total) science news stories belonging to this broad category were analysed in the 
representative sample of 12 years. The total space devoted to the news stories 
belonging to medical science and health was 2535.5 cc, which was 33.59 percent of 
the total space devoted to science news. 
This was closely followed by news stories belonging to the category of 
environmental science. In all 54 (27.70% of the total) news stories were related to 
environmental issues. The space devoted to this broad category was 2444.5, which 
was 32.38 percent of the total space given to science news, indicating that news 
stories on environmental science were comparatively longer, thus more detailed. 
Next, in terms of space allocated to a broad category of science news was 
general science (831.5 cc.) with 23 stories while category of nuclear science bagged 
24 news stories with slightly less coverage of 699.5 cc. 
A total of 11 stories were related to space science which occupied 380 column 
centimeter of The Times of India, while genetic engineering and biotechnology with 
only two news stories could not enjoy that vast a coverage and only 48 cc were 
devoted to this category. 
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Table 15 
Categories of Science News in India: 1987-1998 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Category 
Medical Science and Health 
Environmental Science 
General Science 
Nuclear Science 
Computer Science 
Space Science 
Genetic Engineering and 
Biotechnology 
Total 
Space in Column 
Centimetres 
2535.5 (33.59) 
2444.5 (32.38) 
831.5(11.01) 
699.5 (9.26) 
610.5 (8.09) 
380.0 (5.03) 
48.0 (0.64) 
7549.5 (100) 
Number of 
Stories 
67 (34.36) 
54 (27.70) 
23(11.80) 
24(12.30) 
14(7.18) 
11 (5.64) 
02(1.02) 
195 (100) 
(iii) Front Page Coverage 
Thirty seven news stories were placed on the front pages of The Times of 
India in the representative sample of the 12 year period, i.e., from January 1987 to 
December 1988. Out of these 15 belonged to the broad category of environmental 
science while 11 discussed advances in medical science and health. There were ten 
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news stories that discussed issues related to nuclear science and only one was related 
to space science. 
Environmental science figured regularly on the front pages of The Times of 
India from the beginning of the reference period i.e. 1987 to 1993, highest in the year 
1992, which recorded seven news stories on environmental science in the 
representative week. As Earth Summit fell within the representative week of the year 
1992, an unexpectedly large number of stories (7) were recorded on the front pages, 
discussing various dimensions of the Summit. All these stories were coded under the 
broad category of environmental science. The other issues given front page coverage 
under this broad category were: 
River pollution ("Steps to curb Gomti pollution", The Times of India January 
1, 1987, three column news on front page and "Now cleaning of Indira canal", The 
Times of India, January 5, 1987, four column news on front page with photograph by 
Savyasaachi Jain). 
Air pollution ("Pollution hits Delhi village, The Times of India, February 12, 
1998, three column news on front page by Nikhat Kazmi). 
Afforestation ("Afforestation plan a tall order", The Times of India, January 
2, 1987, four column news on front page by Surinder Sud). 
Global warming ("Live with global warming", The times of India, May 1, 
1991, three column news on front page by N. Suresh). 
Earth Summit ("US threat to opt out of Rio draft, "PM arrives in Madrid, on 
way to Rio", "Pak optimistic about PM's meet in Rio", The Times of India, June 11, 
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1992, front page by PTI and V.K. Dethe from Islamabad, "India calls for joint 
ventures in Eco-Tech", The Times of India, June 13, 1992, two column news on front 
page by, Darryl D' Monte and agencies). 
The other broad category which was given prominence throughout the 
reference period was that of medical science and health. It first appeared on the front 
page on February 10, 1988, discussing failure of sterilization, "Sterilisation fails to 
stop babies". It was a three column news with The Times of India News Service as 
the source. Family planning method ("Contraceptive ring") was once again placed 
on the front page of The Times of India dated March 16, 1989. "Smoking banned in 
public places", a single column news appeared on the front page of The Times of 
India, April 24, 1990. Some other issues which appeared on the front pages in the 
following years were: 
"TB made deadlier by HIV infection", The Times of India, July 22, 1993; 
and "Vitamin A deficiency aids HIV transmission", The Times of India, 
September 1, 1995. 
There was an outbreak of Dengue in October, 1995 which acquired the 
proportion of an epidemic and resulted in hundreds of deaths in New Delhi and 
surrounding areas. Four stories on Dengue were placed on the front pages: 
"Dengue can be controlled in two weeks, says WHO", The Times of India, 
October 15, 1996, by a staff reporter. 
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"Judiciary seeks intensive care for Delhi; Treat Dengue as epidemic, high 
Court tells Govt.", The Times of India, October 16, 1996 (TOINS). 
"Health scam: WHO money in whose coffers", The Times of India, October 
16, 1996, by Sabina Sehgal Saikia. 
"Situation is under control, says Govt; Dengue toll mounts to 177", The Times 
of India, October 17,1996 (TOINS). 
In the representative sample of the year 1998, one news related to medical 
science and health was placed on the front page: 
"Putting pen before knife on patients in US", The Times of India, December 
30, 1998, source-AP. 
Nuclear science as a broad category of science news got prominent coverage 
throughout the 12 year period and a total of 10 news stories related to this subject 
were placed on the front pages of The Times of India. Nuclear science and space are 
two of the areas where India can boast of frontier research and development. Some of 
them are as under: 
"Pak develops new N-detector", The Times of India, January 1, 1987, source-
Xinhua; 
"Reagan seeks $ 2 b more for 'star wars', The Times of India, January 5, 
1987, source-PTI; 
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"Scientists for INF Treaty ratification", The Times of India, February, 11, 
1988, source-PTI; 
"USSR to supply N-reprocessing plant to Pak", The Times of India, March, 
19, 1989; 
"Benazir says Pak has N- capability", The Times of India, May 6, 1991; 
"US team to Delhi for N-arms ban talks", The Times of India, June 10, 1992; 
"UK firm sold N-Tech to India", The Times of India, June 15,1992; 
"India denies sale of N-Tech by UK firm", The Times of India, June 16, 1992; 
"Russia's 'strategic triangle' idea targets US hegemony: Experts", The Times 
of India, December 29, 1998, source-PTI. 
One story related to space science could manage to get space on the front 
page of The Times of India. "ASLV launching by March end", a four column news 
appeared on the front page of The Times of India, January 6, 1987. The source given 
was TOINS. India had developed the indigenous capability of space launches by the 
year 1981 and the first developmental flight of a Space Launch Vehicle (SLV-3) was 
conducted in May, 1981. 
(iv) Sources of News 
For the coverage of science news The Times of India was found to be 
dependent mainly on news agencies, both national and foreign. Besides certain news 
stories were published as a result of tie-up between The Times of India and 
newspapers like The Sunday Times, The New York Times, International Herald 
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Tribune and Washington Post. Out of the total of 195 news stories only 41 or 21.03% 
were given bylines. These stories were written by few special correspondents, like 
Kalpana Jain, Usha Rai, L.K. Sharma and Gautam Adhikari. No science 
correspondent was found to be employed on a regular basis. In fact 'science 
correspondent' figures only twice in the entire coverage period, during the coverage 
of Earth Summit in June, 1992. 
In all 37 news stories (18.97% of the total) were published which had either 
foreign news agencies as their source or were published in collaboration with foreign 
papers or their syndicate services. Foreign or international news agencies which were 
used as sources of science news were: AP, AFP, Reuter and Xinhua. Two news 
stories mentioned both a national agency, PTI (Press Trust of India) and a foreign 
news agency (Xinhua and AP) as their source. Rest, 115 news stories mentioned 
TOINS or PTI / UNI as their source. News stories which were published in a digest 
form were not credited. 
The content analysis of science news in The Times of India reflects a coverage 
pattern which is characterized by sporadic seriousness and efforts on part of the 
newspaper to communicate science to the Indian masses. It is only when a disease 
acquires an epidemic status or an event of international political importance occurs 
for example Earth Summit that the newspaper takes serious efforts to cover the news. 
Otherwise on an everyday basis, news supplied by both national and foreign agencies 
is published without any adaptation or modification ignoring the tastes and interest of 
the Indian reader. 
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The newspaper selected for the analysis of science news in UK is The Times, one of 
the world's most prominent dailies. It has been regarded as the Britain's newspaper of 
record for much of its history. It was founded in 1785 by John Walter who was also 
its first editor (Wikipedia). The paper under its current name The Times is being 
published since 1788 by Times Newspaper Limited, a subsidiary of News 
International owned by the News Corporation group headed by Rupert Murdoch. The 
News Corporation on its website, www.newscorp.com, claims itself to be the world's 
leading publisher of English language newspapers, with operations in the UK, 
Australia, Fiji, Papua New Guinea and the US. 
The Times, printed in the broadsheet format for 200 years switched to compact 
(tabloid) size in 2004, in an attempt to appeal to younger readers. In September, 1993, 
News International launched a price war by cutting the price of The Times from 45 
pence to 30 pence. It is now priced at 60 pence, same as that of its rivals, The Daily 
Telegraph and The Guardian, and 5 pence less than The Independent. The Times has 
its headquarters at Wapping, London, and is published under the editorship of Robert 
Thomson. The newspaper, with centre-right as its political allegiance, has played an 
influencing political role and shaping public opinion in the UK about foreign events. 
The primary data for the analysis of science news in the UK was collected 
from The Times preserved in The Parliament Library, New Delhi, the only library in 
India to have issues up to 100 years. The data was collected manually by this 
researcher and space allotted to science news was measured in column centimeters. 
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Beginning from January 1, 1987, a total of 84 editions of the newspaper and 3,766 
news pages were analysed with the following yearly break-up: 
Table 16 
Temporal and Spatial Structure of the Sample: The Times 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Total 
Year 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
12 Years 
Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Number of News-
Pages Analysed 
242 
292 
336 
328 
264 
336 
324 
286 
318 
352 
376 
312 
3,766 
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In the representative sample of the year 1987 (1 to 8 January) of The Times, 
242 news-pages were scanned manually, and 34 science news stories were coded. 
Stories relating to medical science and health topped the list with 20, while computer 
science came next with five news stories. Three news stories were related to 
environmental science and three were coded under the broad category of general 
science. The remaining three went to space (1) and genetic engineering (2). 
Out of the total of 34 science news stories, all except four carried bylines. One 
story on the subject of space mentioned Reuter as its source. Most of the stories were 
written by Thomson Prentice, Science Correspondent and Pearce Wright, Science 
Editor. The total space devoted to 34 science news stories was 2402 cc with the 
following subject-wise break-up: 
Table 17 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1987 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Category of Science News 
Medical Science and Health 
Computer Science 
General Science 
Environmental Science 
Genetic Engineering and 
Biotechnology 
Space Science 
Total 
Space in Column 
Centimetres 
1066.5 
958.0 
146.0 
143.5 
72.0 
16.0 
2402 
Number of 
Stories 
20 
5 
3 
3 
2 
1 
34 
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Chart 14 
Science News Coverage in the UK in 
Column Centimetres: 1987 
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Although the field of medical science and health was given the most 
prominent coverage as indicated by the number of stories published and space 
devoted to it, the average space per story was highest in the case of computer science. 
The average space measured 191.6 cc for this category of science news with the next 
category (medical science and health), lagging far behind at an average space of 
53.32 cc. 
As far as the placement of science news was concerned, about one-fifth of the 
34 news stories or seven science news stories appeared on the front page. Out of the 
total number of seven science news stories that were placed on front page, six went to 
medical science and health and the remaining one to genetic engineering. 
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For the representative sample of the year 1988 of The Times, 292 published 
news-pages were scanned manually from the month of February. In all 45 science 
news stories were found fit for analysis and coded. Out of these, a little less than half, 
21 belonged to the broad category of medical science and health, ten to computer 
science and ten to general science. The remaining four stories were equally shared by 
genetic engineering and biotechnology (2) and environmental science (2). 
Table 18 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1988 
S. No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Category of Science News 
Medical Science and Health 
General Science 
Computer Science 
Environmental Science 
Genetic Engineering and 
Biotechnology 
Space in Column 
Centimetres 
1325.5 
1065.5 
790.0 
99.0 
84.0 
Number of 
Stories 
21 
10 
10 
2 
2 
Total 3364 45 
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All the news stories except four were credited. The majority of the news 
stories were written by Thomson Prentice, Science Correspondent, Robert Matthews, 
Technology Correspondent, with Jill Sherman, Social Services Correspondent writing 
mostly on social aspects of health and matters related to National Health Service 
(NHS). None of the news stories was placed on the front page. Science Report, a 
regular column on science of The Times was mostly written by Henry Gee and dealt 
with research in the field of science and technology on such diverse topics as marine 
research, superconductors, archaeology and biotechnology. The total space devoted to 
science news stories was 3364 cc (Chart 15) with the break-up as shown in Table 18. 
Chart 15 
Science News Coverage in the UK in 
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Once again medical science and health as a broad category of science news 
was given the best coverage, both in terms of the number of stories published (21) 
and also the area devoted to it (1325 cc). However, the average space provided to one 
science news story is highest in case of the broad category of general science (106.5 
cc). 
A representative sample for the year 1989 was selected from the March issues 
of The Times. Data from seven consecutive days excluding Sunday, starting from 
March 17, 1989 was selected for analysis. A total of 336 published news-pages were 
scanned manually. 
The content analysis of this year's sample of science news suggested a 
coverage that was an interesting mix of issues related to medical science and health, 
space science, general science, computer science and environmental science. 
A total of 23 science news stories were found suitable for analysis and coded, 
out of which a little more than one- third (8) news stories were related to issues in 
medical science and health. Six news stories were bracketed in the broad category of 
general science. Five news stories belonged to the broad category of space science, 
while two discussed issues related to computer science. One each was related to 
environmental science and issues in genetic engineering and biotechnology. All the 
science stories were given bylines. However, none of the science news stories were 
placed on the front page. 
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Pearce Wright, Science Editor, Robert Matthews, Technology Correspondent, 
Henry Gee and Jill Sherman were the main contributors. Norman Hammond, 
Archaeology Correspondent and Michael McCarthy wrote a piece each. 
The overall coverage for the representative sample of the year 1989 was 
1296.5 cc with the following break-up: 
Table 19 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1989 
S. No. Category of Science News Space in Column Number of 
Centimetres Stories 
1 Medical Science and Health 456.5 8 
2 Space Science 334.5 5 
3 General Science 266.5 6 
4 Environmental Science 104.0 1 
5 Computer Science 95.0 2 
6 Genetic Engineering and 40.0 1 
Biotechnology 
Total 1296.5 23 
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Chart 16 
Science News Coverage in the UK in 
Column Centimetres: 1989 
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The medical science and health issues were once again given most prominent 
coverage both in terms of number of stories devoted to them (8) and also the amount 
of space that they covered (456.5 cc). The average space per news story was however 
highest in case of environmental science as a broad category (I04cc). 
A representative sample for the analysis of science news in the UK for the 
year 1990 was drawn from the April issues of The Times. In all 328 published news-
pages of The Times were analysed. Starting from April 23, 1990, The Times was 
analysed for seven consecutive days excluding Sunday. 
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In all 36 news stories were found fit for analysis and coded. 15 were about 
science related to medical science and health. Four discussed issues related to 
environment, nine belonged to the broad category of general science three to nuclear 
science, two to space science and out of the remaining three two were related to 
genetic engineering and biotechnology and one to computer science. 
All science news stories except one carried bylines. There was no science 
news stories placed on the front page. 
The overall coverage for the representative sample of the year 1990 was 2543 
cc with the following break-up: 
Table 20 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1990 
S. No. Category of Science News Space in Column Number of 
Centimetres Stories 
1 Medical Science and Health 981.5 15 
2 General Science 723.5 9 
3 Space Science 244.0 2 
4 Nuclear Science 184.0 3 
5 Environmental Science 178.5 4 
6 Genetic Engineering and 178.5 2 
Biotechnology 
7 Computer Science 53.0 1 
Total 2543 36 
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Chart 17 
Science News Coverage in the UK in 
Column Centimetres: 1990 
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In the year 1990 too, much like the previous year, medical science and health 
issues were given most prominent coverage. This particular broad category of science 
news topped the list both in terms of number of stories devoted to them (15) and also 
the amount of space that they covered (981.5 cc). However, the average space per 
news story was highest in case of the broad category of genetic engineering and 
biotechnology (89.25 cc). 
For the representative sample of the year 1991 of The Times, 264 published 
news-pages were scanned manually from the month of May. Starting from May 2, 
The Times of seven consecutive days except Sunday were content analysed. 
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In all 21 science news stories were found fit for analysis and coded, out of 
which a major share was that of the broad category of medical science and health 
with 13 stories. Three news stories went to environmental science and three to the 
broad category of general science. Remaining two stories were equally divided 
between the categories of genetic engineering (1) and nuclear science (1). 
The overall coverage for the representative sample of the year 1991 was 
1525.5 cc with the following break-up: 
Table 21 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1991 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Category of Science News 
Medical Science and Health 
General Science 
Environmental Science 
Genetic Engineering and 
Biotechnology 
Nuclear Science 
Total 
Space in Column 
Centimetres 
951.5 
411.0 
107.50 
33.0 
22.5 
1525.5 
Number of 
Stories 
13 
3 
3 
1 
1 
21 
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Chart 18 
Science News Coverage in the UK in 
Column Centimetres: 1991 
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Medical science and health issues were given the most prominent coverage 
both in terms of number of stories devoted to them (13) and also the amount of space 
devoted to this particular area of science (951.50 cc). Two news stories on May 6 and 
9 were related to George Bush's health. 
There were two news stories placed on the front page, one each belonging to 
medical science and health and genetic engineering and biotechnology. Only one 
news story was not credited. 
In the representative sample of the year 1992 (10 to 17 June) of The Times, 
336 news-pages were scanned manually, and 45 science news stories were found 
suitable for analysis and coded. News stories relating to environmental science topped 
the list with 21 stories devoted to it, while medical science and health came next with 
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10. Nine news stories were related to the broad category of general science and two 
were coded under the category of space science. The remaining three went to 
computer science (1) and genetic engineering (2). 
Out of the total of 45 science news stories, all except one carried bylines. 
Most of the stories were written by Nick Nuttal, Technology Correspondent and 
Nigel Hawkes, Science Editor. The total space devoted to 45 science news stories 
was 2232 cc with the following break- up: 
Table 22 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1992 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Category of Science News 
Environmental Science 
General Science 
Medical Science and Health 
Genetic Engineering and 
Biotechnology 
Computer Science 
Space Science 
Space in Column 
Centimeters 
1024 
517 
487 
98 
60 
46 
Number of 
Stories 
21 
9 
10 
2 
1 
2 
Total 2232 45 
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Chart 19 
Science News Coverage in the UK in 
Column Centimetres: 1992 
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A representative sample for the analysis of science news in the UK for the 
year 1993 was drawn from the July issues of The Times. In all 324 published news-
pages of The Times were analysed. Starting from July 17, 1993, The Times was 
analysed for seven consecutive days excluding Sunday. 
In all 21 news stories were found fit for analysis and coded, out of which 12 
were about science related to medical science and health. Three discussed issues 
related to genetic engineering and biotechnology. Environmental science too bagged 
three stories while one each went to the broad categories of general science, nuclear 
science and computer science. All science news stories except one carried bylines. 
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Only one of the news stories relating to medical science and health was placed on the 
front page. 
The overall coverage for the representative sample of the year 1993 was 1854 
cc with the following break-up: 
Table 23 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1993 
S. No. Category of Science News Space in Column Number of Stories 
Centimetres 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Medical Science and Health 
Genetic Engineering and 
Biotechnology 
Environmental Science 
Computer Science 
Nuclear Science 
General Science 
955 
404 
281 
120 
48 
46 
12 
3 
3 
Total 1854 21 
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Chart 20 
Science News Coverage in the UK in 
Column Centimetres: 1993 
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A representative sample for the year 1994 was selected from the August issues 
of The Times, priced at 20 pence and 30 pence. A census data for the seven 
consecutive days excluding Sunday, starting from August 24, 1994 was selected for 
analysis. A total of 286 published news-pages were scanned manually. 
The content analysis of this year's sample of science news suggested a 
coverage that was an interesting mix of issues related to, medical science and health, 
general science, environmental science, computer science and nuclear science. 
Overall 20 science news stories were found suitable for analysis and coded, 
out of which a little more than half (11) news stories were related to issues in medical 
science and health, while four news stories were bracketed in the broad category of 
general science. Five news stories belonged to the broad category of space science, 
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while two discussed issues related to digital science. One each was related to 
environmental science and issues in genetic engineering and biotechnology. All the 
science stories were given bylines. However, none of the science news stories were 
placed on the front page. 
Pearce Wright, Science Editor, Robert Matthews, Technology Correspondent, 
Henry Gee and Jill Sherman were the main contributors. Norman Hammond, 
Archaeology Correspondent and Michael McCarthy wrote one story each. 
The overall coverage for the representative sample of the year 1994 was 
2102.5 cc with the following subject-wise break-up: 
Table 24 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1994 
S. No. Category of Science News Space in Column Number of 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Medical Science and Health 
General Science 
Computer Science 
Environmental Science 
Nuclear Science 
Total 
Centimetres 
1369.5 
358 
312 
52 
11 
2102.5 
Stories 
11 
4 
3 
1 
1 
20 
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For the representative sample of the year 1995 of The Times, 318 published 
news-pages were scanned manually from the month of September. In all 54 science 
news stories were found fit for analysis and coded, out of which a little more than half 
(28), belonged to the broad category of medical science and health and 14 to 
computer science. Four news stories discussed issues related to environmental 
science. The remaining eight stories were shared by genetic engineering and 
biotechnology (3), general science (3) and nuclear science (2). 
All the news stories except four were credited. Most of the news stories were 
written by Thomson Prentice, Science Correspondent, Robert Matthews, Technology 
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Correspondent, with Jill Sherman, Social Services Correspondent writing mostly on 
social aspects of health and matters related to National Health Service (NHS). None 
of the news stories was placed on the front page. Science Report, a regular column on 
science of The Times was mostly written by Henry Gee and dealt with researches in 
the field of science and technology on such diverse topics as marine research, 
superconductors, archaeology and biotechnology. 
The total space devoted to science news stories was 3976 cc with the 
following break-up: 
Table 25 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1995 
S. No. Category of Science News Space in Column Number of 
Centimetres Stories 
1 Medical Science and Health 1910 28 
2 Computer Science 1064 14 
3 Environmental Science 332 4 
4 Genetic Engineering and 274 3 
Biotechnology 
5 General Science 234 3 
6 Nuclear Science 162 2 
Total 3976 54 
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Science News Coverage in the UK in 
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In the representative sample of the year 1996 (October 9 to October 16, 1996) 
of The Times 352 news-pages were scanned and 35 science news stories were found 
suitable for analysis and coded. Stories relating to medical science and health topped 
the list with 27, while general science came next with four. The remaining four news 
stories were related to the broad categories of genetic engineering and biotechnology 
(1), nuclear science (1), space science (1) and environmental science (1). One of the 
news belonging to the broad category of medical science and health dealt with Pope's 
health (The Times, dated, October 9, 1996, page 12). 
Out of the total of 35 science news stories, all except one carried 
bylines. Most of the stories on medical science and health were written by Jeremy 
Laurence, Dr Thomas Stuttaford and Nigel Hawkes, Science Editor. Dr Thomas 
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Stuttaford contributed regularly in columns on health; "Medical Briefings" and "Body 
and Mind". Other main contributors were Nick Nuttal, Technology Correspondent 
and Nigella Lawson. Two out of 35 news stories made it to the front pages and both 
these stories were related to issues in the field of medical science and health. 
The total space devoted to 35 science news stories was 2441 cc with the 
following subject-wise break-up: 
Table 26 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1996 
S. No. Category of Science News Space in Column Number of 
Centimetres Stories 
1 Medical Science and Health 1911 27 
2 General Science 278 4 
3 Genetic Engineering and 112 1 
Biotechnology 
4 Nuclear Science 104 1 
5 Space Science 19 I 
6 Environmental Science 17 1 
Total 2441 35 
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Chart 23 
Science News Coverage in the UK in 
Column Centimetres: 1996 
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A representative sample for the year 1997 was selected from the November 
issues of The Times. Data from seven consecutive days excluding Sunday, starting 
from November 18, 1997 was selected for analysis. A total of 376 published news-
pages were scanned manually. 
Content analysis of this year's sample of science news suggested a coverage 
that was once again dominated by issues related to medical science and health. The 
coverage of other broad categories like general science, space science and 
environmental science was no match to that of medical science and health. 
Overall 24 science news stories were found suitable for analysis and coded, 
out of which, as stated earlier, a major share (18) went to news stories that were 
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related to issues in medical science and health, while four news stories were 
bracketed in the broad category of general science. One news story belonged to the 
broad category of space science while the remaining one discussed issues related to 
environmental science. All the science stories were given bylines. However, only one 
science story was placed on the front page, which was related to issues in medical 
science and health. 
Nigel Hawkes, Science Editor, Ian Murray, Medical Correspondent, Nick 
Nuttall and Dr Thomas Stuttaford were the main contributors. Norman Hammond, 
Archaeology Correspondent and Michael Hornsby wrote one write-up each. 
The overall coverage for the representative sample of the year 1997 was 
2278.5 cc with the following break-up: 
Table 27 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1997 
S. No. Category of Science News Space in Column Number of 
Medical Science and Health 
General Science 
Space Science 
Environmental Science 
Total 
Centimetres 
1768.0 
319.5 
115.0 
76.0 
2278.5 
Stories 
18 
4 
1 
1 
24 
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Chart 24 
Science News Coverage in the UK in 
Column Centimetres: 1997 
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For the representative sample of the year 1998 of The Times, 312 published 
news-pages were scanned manually from the month of December. In all 28 news 
stories were found fit for analysis and coded, out of which almost two-third (20) 
belonged to the broad category of medical science and health. The remaining eight 
were equally shared by general science and genetic engineering and biotechnology. 
All the news stories except two were credited. Most of the news stories were 
written by Ian Murray, Medical Correspondent, Nigel Hawkes, Science Editor and 
Thomas Stuttaford. Two of the news stories were placed on the front pages with one 
each belonging to the broad categories of general science and genetic engineering and 
biotechnology. 
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The total space devoted to 28 science news stories was 1710 column 
centimeter with the following subject-wise break-up: 
Table 28 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1998 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
Category of Science News 
Medical Science and Health 
General Science 
Genetic Engineering and 
Biotechnology 
Space in Column 
Centimetres 
1145.5 
454.5 
110.0 
Number of 
Stories 
20 
4 
4 
Total 1710.0 28 
Chart 25 
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Data Analysis and Discussion 
(i) Extent of Science News Coverage 
A total of 386 science news stories appeared in the representative sample of 
The Times from January 1987 to December 1998. In all 84 editions of the newspaper 
and 3,766 news pages were analysed over a period of 12 years (Table 16). In terms of 
space allotted in column centimeter, a total of 26770.5 cc were allotted to science 
news in the news pages of The Times (Table 29). This makes for an average of 32.16 
science news stories per week and a space allocation of 2230.87 column centimeter 
per week. 
The highest science news coverage was recorded in the year 1995 both in 
terms of frequencies of science news as well as the space allotted. In this particular 
year, a total of 54 (13.98% of the total) science news were published which were 
allotted 3976 column centimeter of space (14.85% of the total). The coverage of the 
year 1995 included 28 stories on medical science and health and 14 on issues related 
to computer science. Next in terms of space allotted and frequencies of the science 
news was the coverage of the years 1988 and 1992. Although space allotted to 
science news in the year 1988 (3364 cc) was much higher than that of the year 1992 
(2232 cc), frequency of the science news remained the same i.e. 45 in both the years. 
This is an indication that comparatively longer and detailed stories were published in 
the year 1988. On the other hand, coverage of the year 1992 was inclusive of the 
stories (21) written covering the Earth Summit, which explains the high frequency of 
science news in the year 1992. 
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Table 29 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1987-1998 
S. No. Year Space in Column Number of 
Centimetres Stories 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
2402 (8.97) 
3364 (12.56) 
1296.5 (4.84) 
2540 (9.48) 
1525.5 (5.69) 
2232.5 (8.34) 
1854(6.92) 
2102.5(7.85) 
3976(14.85) 
2441(9.11) 
2278.5(8.51) 
1710(6.38) 
34 (8.80) 
45(11.65) 
23 (5.95) 
36 (9.32) 
21(5.44) 
45(11.65) 
21 (5.44) 
20(5.18) 
54(13.98) 
35(9.06) 
24(6.21) 
28(7.25) 
Total 26770.5 (100) 386 (100) 
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The space used for science news published in the representative sample of 12 
years, i.e. from January 1987 to December 1998 was 26770.5 cc which amounts to 
1.64% of the total print space of the 3,766 pages of The Times equaling 1626912 cc. 
The average space occupied by a single science news story in the newspaper comes to 
69.35 cc. 
Chart 26 
Science News Coverage in the UK in 
Column Centimetres: 1987-1998 
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
.tfTtA 
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(ii) Categories of Science News 
Medical science and health enjoyed the best coverage out of seven categories under 
which science news were coded. More than half (203) of the total of 386 (52.60 
percent of the total) science news stories belonging to this broad category were 
analysed in the representative sample of 12 years (Table 30). The total space devoted 
to the news stories belonging to medical science and health was 13372.5 cc. This was 
almost half or 49.95 percent of the total space devoted to science news. 
This was closely followed by news stories belonging to the category of 
general science. In all 60 (15.54 percent of the total) news stories were related to 
issues such as archaeology and issues other than related to the rest of the six broad 
categories of science. Space devoted to this broad category was 4819.5, which was 
18.0 percent of the total space given to science news. 
The next in terms of space allocated to a broad category of science news was 
computer science (3452 cc.) with 37 stories while category of environmental 
science bagged 44 news stories with a coverage of 2415 cc indicating that compared 
to computer science, news stories on environmental science were shorter. 
A total of 12 stories were related to space science which occupied 774.5 cc of 
The Times, while genetic engineering and biotechnology enjoyed a better coverage 
than space science and bagged 21 news stories and 1405.5 cc of news space. Nuclear 
science with 9 news stories covered 531.5 cc of space. 
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Table 30 
Categories of Science News in the UK: 1987-1998 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Category 
Medical Science and Health 
General Science 
Computer Science 
Environmental Science 
Genetic Engineering and 
Biotechnology 
Space Science 
Nuclear Science 
Total 
Space in Column 
Centimetres 
13372.5(49.95) 
4819.5(18.00) 
3452.0(12.90) 
2415.0 (9.02) 
1405.5 (5.25) 
774.5 (2.90) 
531.5 (1.98) 
26770.5 (100) 
Number of 
Stories 
203 (52.50) 
60 (15.54) 
37 (9.60) 
44(11.40) 
21 (5.44) 
12(3.10) 
09 (2.33) 
386 (100) 
(iii) Front Page Coverage 
Twenty seven news stories were found to be placed on the front pages of The 
Times in the representative sample of the 12 year period, i.e. from January 1987 to 
December 1988. Out of these 17 belonged to the category of medical science and 
health while four discussed issues related to environmental science. Three news 
stories discussed issues related to genetic engineering and biotechnology while one 
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story went to the category of nuclear science. Two stories were related to advances in 
general science. 
On an average, two news stories on science made it to the front pages of The 
Times per week. Exceptionally higher number of news stories made it to the front 
pages in the representative week of the year 1987. On the other hand representative 
samples of the years 1988 and 1990 did not carry any front page news on science. 
The issues related to medical science and health figured regularly on the 
front pages of The Times from the beginning of the reference period i.e. January 
1987, only exception being the years 1992 and 1998. The highest front page coverage 
to this category was given in the year 1987 that recorded seven news stories on 
medical science and health in the representative week, out of which five were related 
to AIDS. Some of these are mentioned below: 
"Aids prompts young to alter sexual habits"( The Times, January 1, 1987, 
three column news on front page based on opinion poll commissioned by The 
Times by Thomson Prentice, Science Correspondent). 
"Aids campaign extends to TV and leafleting" (The Times, January 2, 1987, 
two column news on front page by Jill Sherman, Social Services 
Correspondent). 
"Blood transfusion service and BMA clash over Aids" (The Times, January 6, 
1987, two column news on front page by Thomson Prentice, Science 
Correspondent). 
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Other issues which were given front coverage under this broad category were: 
Reagan's health ("Reagan cleared in cancer check-up", The Times, January 
6, 1987, two column news on front page by Michael Binyon, Washington). 
"London hospital pleads: send us patients", The Times, May 6, 1991, single 
column news on front page by Jill Sherman, Social Services Correspondent. 
"Boots withdraw 100 m heart drug after patients die" The Times, July 20, 
1993, two column news on front page by Nigel Hawkes, Science Editor. 
"Surgeons give patient first artificial heart" The Times, August 27, 1994, six 
column news on front page by Nigel Hawkes, Science Editor; with a picture 
of surgeon John Wallwork. 
"Pay deal lifts NHS strikes threat" The Times, September 5, 1995, two column 
news on front page by a staff reporter. 
"FA gives children a health warning: Don't try this", The Times, September 8, 
1995, five column news on front page by Rob Hughes, Football 
Correspondent. 
"Hogg says rabies law could be scrapped", The Times, October 14, 1996, two 
column news on front page by Valerie Elliot, Whitehall Editor. 
"18,000 are recalled for new smear tests", The Times, November 18, 1997, 
two column news on front page by Ian Murray, Medical Correspondent. 
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The Earth Summit fell within the representative week of the year 1992, thus 
an unexpectedly large number of stories (7) were recorded on the front pages 
discussing various dimensions of the Summit. All these stories were coded 
under the broad category of environmental science. Some of these are 
mentioned below: 
"Britain agrees to sign Rio treaty" The Times, June 10, 1992, single column 
news on front page from Michael McCarthy in Rio de Janeiro. 
"Green Charter agreed at Rio" The Times, June 12, 1992, single column news 
on front page from Michael McCarthy and Robin Oakley in Rio de Janeiro. 
"Rio warning on birth control, Major promises $100m more for green 
projects", The Times, June 13, 1992, three column news on front page from 
Robin Oakley in Rio de Janeiro. 
"Rio accord endorses plan to save Earth", The Times, June 15, 1992, single 
column news on front page from Michael McCarthy in Rio de Janeiro. 
Other issues given front coverage were: 
"Genetic fingerprinting row hits hunts for killer", The Times, January 5, 1987, 
five column news on front page (coded under the broad category of genetic 
engineering and biotechnology). 
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"Pakistan has nuclear bomb ready", The Times, August 24, 1994, single 
column news on front page (coded under the broad category of nuclear 
science). 
(iv) Sources of News 
For the coverage of science news The Times was found to be dependent 
mainly on its correspondents and out of a total of 386 science news stories 371 were 
given bylines which amounts to 96.1% of the total. There was only one news story on 
science that mentioned Reuter as its source indicating a near absence of dependence 
on news agencies. In all 14 news stories were not credited that were mostly written in 
digest form. Thomson Prentice, Science Correspondent, Pearce Wright, Science 
Editor, Robert Matthews, Technology Correspondent, Matthew May, Environment 
Correspondent, Norman Hammond, Archaeology correspondent were the initial 
contributors and later on Nigel Hawkes, Science Editor, Nick Nuttal, Technology 
Correspondent, Michael McCarthy, Environment Correspondent, Ian Murray, 
Medical Correspondent, Jill Sherman, Social Services Correspondent and Jeremy 
Laurence, Health Correspondent regularly wrote on diverse themes and problems. 
The content analysis of science news in The Times reflects a coverage pattern 
which is characterized by serious efforts on part of the newspaper to communicate 
science to the masses. Science news seems to be on the agenda of The Times as is 
evident from the number of stories on science per week that the paper is publishing as 
well as the number of special correspondents it is employing. 
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The previous two chapters dealt with various dimensions of the coverage of science 
news in India and the UK within the framework of research questions posed in this 
dissertation. The contents of the two newspapers were analysed to ascertain the 
amount of space devoted to science news by The Times of India and The Times in 
column centimetres as well as the frequency of it; space allocated to different 
categories of science news; front-page coverage and news sources used. 
In this chapter each research question will be dealt with separately in order to 
analyse the coverage pattern of science news in The Times of India and The Times 
with the help of graphic representations of quantitative data A chi-square test will 
also be performed to establish whether the overall coverage of science news in The 
Times of India is significantly different from that of The Times as hypothesized. 
Research Question 1: What is the extent of science news coverage in The Times of 
India and The Times? 
The comparative analysis of the two newspapers reveals a striking disparity in 
terms of space devoted to science news. The representative sample for the reference 
period of 12 years, i.e., from January 1987 to December 1998, of The Times of India 
devoted a total of 7549.50 cc while in The Times it was 26770.50 cc (see Tables - 31, 
33 and 34). 
A total of 195 science news stories appeared in the representative sample of 
The Times of India from January 1987 to December 1998. In all 84 editions of the 
newspaper and 1,588 news pages were analysed over the period of 12 years. The 
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space allotted to science news in the news pages of The Times of India (7549.50 cc) 
makes for an average of 16.25 science news stories and an allocation of 629.12 cc to 
science news per week. The space used for science news amounts to 1.10 % of the 
total print space of the 1,588 pages of The Times of India, which equals to 686016 cc. 
The average space occupied by a single science news story in the newspaper comes to 
38.71 cc. 
On the other hand 386 science news stories appeared in the representative 
sample of The Times from January 1987 to December 1998. In all 84 editions of the 
newspaper and 3,766 news pages were analysed over a period of 12 years. A total of 
26770.5 cc were allotted to science news in the news pages of The Times (Table 31 
and 34), which makes for an average of 32.16 science news stories and an allocation 
of 2230.87 cc to science news per week. The 26770.5 cc devoted to science news by 
The Times amounts to 1.64 % of the total print space of the 3,766 pages of the 
newspaper which equals to 1626912 cc. The average space occupied by a single 
science news story in the newspaper comes to 69.35 cc (Table 31). 
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Table 31 
Science News Coverage in India and UK: 1987-1998 
Space in Column Centimetres and Percentage 
S. No. Year India UK 
1 1987 591.0(7.82) 2402.0(8.97) 
2 1988 390.0(5.16) 3364.0(12.56) 
3 1989 316.0(4.18) 1296.5(4.84) 
4 1990 291.0(3.85) 2540.0(9.48) 
5 1991 305.0(4.04) 1525.5(5.69) 
6 1992 1393.5(18.45) 2232.5(8.34) 
7 1993 550.0(7.28) 1854.0(6.92) 
8 1994 604.5(8.00) 2102.5(7.85) 
9 1995 652.0(8.63) 3976.0(14.85) 
10 1996 975.5(12.92) 2441.0(9.11) 
11 1997 514.0(6.80) 2278.5(8.51) 
12 1998 967.0(12.80) 1710.0(6.38) 
Total 7549.5 (100) 26770.5 (100) 
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Chart 27 
Category-wise Science News coverage in India and UK: 1987-1998 
Total Space in Column Centimetres 
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Chart 28 
Category-wise Frequency of Science News in India and UK: 1987-1998 
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Biotechnology 
The data shows a definite gap in the frequency and space allotted to science news in India 
and UK; the coverage of science news in the UK being much more extensive. This may be 
seen in the light of studies in the field (see pp 26-30) that have established a definit co-
relation between news coverage and influence it has on changing attitudes. In other words, an 
increase in the news-coverage of science is more likely to 
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influence the behaviour and attitude of readers. A remarkable rise in scientific 
awareness of the general public has already been established, especially in the UK, 
with the rise in science news coverage. On the other hand, science writers in India 
have faced numerous difficulties in spreading scientific awareness. The above 
comparative data indicates an implied reciprocity between the intensity of news 
coverage and the change effected in the attitudes of readers. This study also 
substantiates the thesis prevalent in mass media research that frequency is the main 
determinant affecting the readers' behaviour. Higher frequency of science news in 
The Times explains healthier attitude towards science and increase in its acceptability 
in the UK. 
Research Question 2: What are the various types or categories of science news 
which have been given better coverage in terms of the space allotted? 
Of the seven categories in which science news was coded medical science 
and health enjoyed the best coverage in both the newspapers (Table 32). In The 
Times of India, a total of 67 (i.e. 34.36% of the total) science news stories belonging 
to this broad category were analysed in the representative sample of 12 years (Table 
33). The total space devoted to the news stories related to medical science and health 
was 2535.5 cc, which was 33.59% of the total space devoted to science news. 
On the other hand, in The Times more than half (203) of the total of 386 
(52.60% of the total) science news stories belonging to this broad category were 
analysed in the representative sample of 12 years (Table 34). Total space devoted to 
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the news stories belonging to medical science and health was 13372.5 cc, which was 
almost half or 49.95% of the total space devoted to science news. 
Environmental science was next in terms of space allotted to a category of 
science news in The Times of India. In all 54 (27.70% of the total) news stories were 
related to environmental issues. Space devoted to this broad category was 2444.5, 
which was 32.38% of the total space given to science news, indicating that news 
stories on environmental science were comparatively lengthier, thus more detailed. 
Next in terms of space allocated to a broad category of science news in The 
Times of India was general science (831.5 cc.) with 23 stories while nuclear science 
bagged 24 news stories with a slightly less coverage of 699.5 cc. 
A total of 11 stories were related to space science which occupied 380 cc of 
The Times of India, while genetic engineering and biotechnology with only two 
news stories could not enjoy that vast a coverage and only 48 cc were devoted to this 
broad category. 
For The Times coverage of medical science and health was followed by news 
stories belonging to the category of general science. In all 60 (15.54% of the total) 
news stories were related to issues such as archaeology which could not be coded 
under the rest of the six broad categories of science. Space devoted to this broad 
category was 4819.5, which was 18.0% of the total space given to science news. 
Next in terms of space allocated to a broad category of science news in The 
Times was computer science (3452 cc) with 37 stories while environmental science 
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bagged 44 news stories with a coverage of 2415 column centimeter indicating that 
compared to computer science, news stories on environmental science were shorter. 
A total of 12 stories were related to space science that occupied 774.5 cc of 
The Times, while genetic engineering and biotechnology enjoyed a better coverage 
than space science and bagged 21 news stories and 1405.5 cc of news space. Nuclear 
science with 9 news stories covered 531.5 cc of space. 
Table 32 
Categories of Science News in India and UK: 1987-1998 
Space in Column Centimetres 
S. No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Category of Science News 
Medical Science and Health 
Environmental Science 
General science 
Nuclear Science 
Computer Science 
Space Science 
Genetic Engineering and 
Biotechnology 
The Times of India 
2535.5 
2444.5 
831.5 
699.5 
610.5 
380.0 
48.0 
The Times 
13372.5 
2415.0 
4819.5 
531.5 
3452.0 
774.5 
1405.5 
Total 7549.5 26770.5 
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Table 33 
Science News Coverage in India: 1987-1998 
S. No. Category of Science News Space in Column Percentage 
Centimetres Share 
1 Medical Science and Health 2535.5 33.59 
2 Environmental Science 2444.5 32.38 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
General science 
Nuclear Science 
Computer Science 
Space Science 
Genetic Engineering 
Biotechnology 
and 
831.5 
699.5 
610.5 
380.0 
48.0 
11.01 
9.26 
8.09 
5.03 
0.64 
Total 7549.5 100.0 
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Table 34 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1987-1998 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Category of Science News 
Medical Science and Health 
General science 
Computer Science 
Environmental Science 
Genetic Engineering and 
Biotechnology 
Space Science 
Nuclear Science 
Total 
Space in Column 
Centimetres 
13372.5 
4819.5 
3452.0 
2415.0 
1405.5 
774.5 
531.5 
26770.5 
Percentage 
Share 
49.95 
18.00 
12.90 
9.02 
5.25 
2.90 
1.98 
100 
Research Question 3: What are the dominant scientific issues that have been given 
the front page coverage? 
There were 37 news stories placed on the front pages of The Times of India in 
the representative sample of the 12 year period, i.e. from January 1987 to December 
1998, out of which 15 belonged to the category of environmental science while 11 
discussed advances in medical science and health related issues. Ten news stories 
discussed issues related to nuclear science and only one was related to space science. 
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On the other hand 27 news stories were found to be placed on the front pages 
of The Times in the representative sample of the 12 year period out of which 17 
belonged to the category of medical science and health while four discussed issues 
related to environmental science. Three news stories discussed issues related to 
genetic engineering and biotechnology while one story went to the category of 
nuclear science. Two stories were related to advances in general science. 
On an average, two news stories on science made it to the front pages of The 
Times per week, the only exception being the representative week of the year 1987 
which carried a total of seven news stories on science. On the other hand 
representative samples of the years 1988 and 1990 did not carry any front page news 
on science. 
Research Question 4: What are the sources that the two English dailies of India and 
the UK rely on in covering science news? 
The coverage of science news in The Times of India was found to be 
dependent mainly on news agencies, both national and foreign. There were some 
news stories which were published as a result of a tie-up between The Times of India 
and newspapers like The Sunday Times, The New York Times, International Herald 
Tribune and Washington Post. Out of the total of 195 news stories only 41 or 21.03 % 
were given bylines. These stories were written by the few special correspondents such 
as Kalpana Jain, Usha Rai, L.K. Sharma and Gautam Adhikari. No science 
correspondent was found to be employed on a regular basis. In fact 'science 
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correspondent' figures only twice in the entire coverage period, during the coverage 
of Earth Summit in June, 1992. 
In all 37 news stories (18.97 % of the total) were published which had either 
foreign news agencies as their source or were published in collaboration with foreign 
papers or their syndicate services. Foreign or international news agencies which were 
used as sources of science news were: AP, AFP, Reuter and Xinhua. Two news 
stories mentioned both a national agency, PTI and a foreign news agency (Xinhua and 
AP) as their source. The remaining 115 news stories mentioned either TO INS or 
PTI/UNI as their source. News stories published in a digest form were not credited. 
The coverage of science news in The Times was found to be dependent mainly 
on its correspondents and out of a total of 386 science news stories, 371 were given 
bylines which amounts to 96.1 % of the total. Only one news story on science 
mentioned Reuter as its source, thus indicating a near absence of dependence on news 
agencies. In all 14 news stories were not credited, which mostly were written in digest 
form. Thomson Prentice, Science Correspondent, Pearce Wright, Science Editor, 
Robert Matthews, Technology Correspondent, Matthew May, Environment 
Correspondent, Norman Hammond, Archaeology Correspondent were the initial 
contributors and later on Nigel Hawkes, Science Editor, Nick Nuttal, Technology 
Correspondent, Michael McCarthy, Environment Correspondent, Ian Murray, 
Medical correspondent, Jill Sherman, Social Services correspondent and Jeremy 
Laurence, Health Correspondent wrote regularly on diverse issues and themes. 
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Research Question 5: How is the coverage pattern of science news of the two 
newspapers different? 
The comparison of the coverage pattern of science news in both India and the 
UK (Chart 29 and 30) shows that issues related to medical science and health are 
given the most extensive coverage. However, the space allotted in the UK is almost 
half or 49.95 %, whereas in India at 33.59 % it is about one third of the total 
coverage. This clearly reflects that for issues related to medical science and health 
there is a more aware and interested readership in the UK. This trend is also 
indicative of the concern for better and healthier life by the Britons, which may be 
due to the UK being a more advanced country. The better coverage is a pointer no 
doubt to greater advances made in this field by the scientists in the UK as compared 
to India. 
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Chart 29 
Science News Coverage in India: 1987-1998 
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Chart 30 
Science News Coverage in the UK: 1987-1998 
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The coverage of environmental issues in India is 32.38 %, which interestingly 
almost equals medical science and health. Although much of it could be credited to 
the exceptionally large coverage of Earth Summit from 3-14 June 1992, as this was a 
big event for India politically. In fact, India had played a lead role in building up a 
strong lobby to protect the interests of the developing countries. The third world 
countries were asserting their rights to an equitable share in future development of the 
world and a sovereign right to manage their natural resources including forests with 
no international supervision or even global convention on forests. P.V. Narsimha Rao 
the then Prime Minister of India was the first speaker at the Summit. However, in the 
UK space allotted to environmental science is relatively very low at 9.02 %. As a 
highly industrialized and developed nation the UK is one of the biggest polluters of 
the world and seems to be having more interest in domestic issues and localized 
problems as covered by The Times. 
When it comes to coverage of issues related to genetic engineering and 
biotechnology The Times at 5.25 % was far ahead of The Times of India's dismal 0.64 
%, which is mainly due to the fact that not much was happening in this particular 
field in India during the reference period of this study, i.e. from 1987-1998, whereas 
in the UK it was an emerging field capturing the imagination of the scientists eliciting 
enthusiasm in the scientific community and the public. Some of the issues related to 
genetic engineering and biotechnology, such as GM food and human cloning, even 
became highly controversial and resulted in its greater coverage. 
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Computer science on the other hand enjoyed a better coverage in The Times of 
India at 8.09 % compared to genetic engineering and biotechnology. The credit for 
this goes to the encouragement of the field by the then Prime Minister of India, Rajiv 
Gandhi (1984-1989), who had the vision to realize the potentials of Information 
Technology both for the county and its people. In The Times too it was fairly good at 
12.09 %, period of study being a vibrant one for this field in the UK. 
General Science enjoyed the second best coverage in The Times at 18% which 
is reflective of a wider interest of the readers in the UK on scientific matters as news 
reports under this broad category included a wide range of subjects, from archaeology 
to oceanography. In India it was 11.01 % of the total coverage on science and its 
share improved in the later part of the reference period (1987-98) when The Times of 
India started publishing more science news based on foreign newspapers reports. 
Surprisingly, the share of nuclear science in India (9.26 %) was far ahead of 
The Times (1.98 %) thus indicating a far greater emphasis and interest in such issues 
in India. This trend reflects the importance that India gives to its nuclear programmes 
both civil and military. India is a prominent country in the subcontinent and now as a 
major player not only in Asia but also at the global level is able to influence the 
preferences and priorities of other nations in matters both peaceful and strategic. 
Since its independence in 1947, India has fought four wars with China and Pakistan 
and despite being labeled as a 'soft power' matters considerably in the strategic 
designs of market driven economies of the world. 
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A good coverage of space science in India (5.03 %) once again explains how 
well the agendas of newspapers could correspond with the priorities of their 
respective countries. Besides nuclear and computer science, space science is the other 
major area where India is at the frontiers of research and development. It had 
developed the indigenous capability of space launches by 1981 and the first flight of 
Space Launch Vehicle was conducted in May 1981.Even earlier in July 1976, Indian 
Space Research Organization (ISRO), a government science institute established the 
first mobile satellite communication terminal which could increasingly connect both 
the rural and the urban India with the rest of the world. The television network 
especially through satellite link was rapidly expanded in the 1980s under the 
premiership of Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi which got further improved with the 
entry of private satellite television in India in the early 1990s. On the other hand in 
The Times the coverage of space related issues could occupy a meager 2.90 % of the 
total coverage. 
The data of the coverage of two newspapers is subjected to further analysis of 
space devoted to each broad category of science news in proportionate terms. In 
absolute terms, 13372.5 cc were devoted to medical science and health in The Times 
which is 1:1.49 times of the space allotted to this category in The Times of India. For 
environmental science the coverage in The Times is 0.27 times of The Times of India. 
In these terms the figures comparing the two newspapers is provided below (Table 
35). 
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Table 35 
Categories of Science News in India and UK: 1987-1998 
Proportionate Values 
S. No. Category of Science News The Times of India 
Vs. 
The Times 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Medical Science and Health 
Environmental Science 
General science 
Nuclear Science 
Computer Science 
Space Science 
Genetic Engineering and 
Biotechnology 
1:1.49 
1:0.27 
1:1.63 
1:0.21 
1:1.59 
1:0.57 
1:8.26 
The table clearly shows an approximate ratio of 1:1.5 in three categories 
reflecting a pattern of difference. However this pattern is deviating in the remaining 
four categories. In environmental science (1:0.27), nuclear Science (1:0.21) and space 
science (1:0.57), there is a sharp and easily discernible reversal of the pattern or 
reverse trend. The last category of genetic engineering and biotechnology (1:8.26) is 
not a reversal of the trend but the ratio difference is too large, which can be explained 
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by the fact that UK being a more advanced country was during the reference period 
exploring the frontiers of the field. UK was one of the first European countries to 
introduce food products of modern biotechnology into the consumer market; so-called 
vegetarian cheese made from genetically modified yeast in the early 1990's and GM 
tomato paste in 1995-6. Cloning too captured the attention of the Britons in a big 
way when Dr. Ian Wilmut of Rosalin Institute, Edinburgh succeeded in cloning the 
sheep "Dolly" in 1996. 
Similarly, space science ratio (1:0.57) can be explained by referring to the 
rapid strides India has been taking in this field since late 1970s. This could be 
attributed to the ever increasing popularity and reach of the electronic media and also 
enormous advances in this field requiring launching of satellites. 
The reverse trend in the categories of environmental and nuclear science can 
be explained in terms of national concerns and priorities. As a growing power, India 
has to take care of not only its defence and possible attacks from its neighbours but 
also the environment which might be at risk owing to its consistently increasing 
growth rate. 
From the above analysis of data it can be argued that when it comes to space 
allotment to science news a number of factors play a significant role which finally 
determines the policy of coverage of science in the two newspapers. 
A Chi-Square test was performed to establish whether the overall coverage of 
science news in The Times of India is significantly different from that of The Times. 
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(Ho: The overall coverage of The Times of India is the same as that of The 
Times, v = 6, 5%, Xo = 12.59). As 62.82 > 12.59, Ho is rejected: the overall coverage 
of The Times of India is significantly different from that of The Times: 
Table 36 
Chi-Square Test for Coverage of Science News in 
The Times of India vs. The Times 
Category of science news 
Count 1 Medical Science and 
Health 
2 Environmental Science 
3 Computer Science 
4 General Science 
UK 
203 
Expected Count 179.4 
Count 44 
Expected Count 65.1 
Count 37 
Expected Count 33.9 
Count 60 
India 
67 
90.6 
54 
32.9 
14 
17.1 
23 
Total 
270 
270.0 
98 
98.0 
51 
51.0 
83 
5 Space Science 
Expected Count 55.1 
Count 12 
Expected Count 15.3 
6 Genetic Engineering and Count 21 
Biotechnology 
Expected Count 15.3 
7 Nuclear Science Count 9 
27.9 
11 
7.7 
2 
7.7 
24 
83.0 
23 
23.0 
23 
23.0 
33 
Total 
Expected Count 21.9 
Count 386 
11.1 
195 
33.0 
581 
Expected Count 386.0 195.0 581.0 
Chi-square value - 62.8245, v = 6, 5 % Confidence, X0 =12.59 
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The comparative study of the science news coverage of the two newspapers illustrates 
a marked difference in not only the space allotted to science news but also in their 
overall approach towards science communication. It is seen that The Times mainly 
relied on its team of special correspondents and its dependence on either news 
agencies or syndicates is almost negligible. The Times of India, on the other hand, is 
heavily dependent on news agencies both national and foreign for its coverage of 
science news. No special correspondent seems to have been employed on a regular 
basis by The Times of India and coverage of science news does not appear to be 
accorded any special status by this newspaper. 
There is a definite co-relation between extent of news coverage and influence 
it has on changing attitudes. The poor science news coverage in India it appears is 
responsible for the lack of scientific awareness among the masses. The comparative 
study here reveals a direct reciprocity between the news coverage, its intensity and 
the change effected in the attitudes of readers. The study shows that good coverage of 
science has an inescapable bearing on 'science communication' and can develop 
healthy and sustained attitudes towards science, its functions, utility, acceptability and 
progress in a society. 
The above analysis is consistent with other studies that clearly demonstrate 
news content makes an impact on readers, who without prompting recognize 
differences in coverage. Research findings confirm what editors know intuitively that 
increasing the quantity of coverage, changing the way news is written and promoting 
content more effectively makes a difference. It is out of this understanding that 
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researchers insist on avoidance of complexities in science information as its reporting 
is meant for the general public. The reading public can only be attracted by simple 
and brief presentation of the crux of science research. 
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The need for establishing long-term cultural indicators comparable to the indicators 
used by economists and politicians has been stressed time and again. Mass media 
researches have recognised the efficacy and importance of content analysis in 
explaining how the extent and frequency of coverage of a particular subject in mass 
media indicates preferences of a society while at the same time influences attitudes. 
Content analysis has frequently been used with effectiveness to examine how news, 
drama, advertising and entertainment output reflect social and cultural issues. The 
leading sociologists of this century conducted content analysis to find out the cultural 
preferences of a society. In other words a co-relation between news coverage and 
societal attitudes has already been well recognized. Content analysis in this 
dissertation also strengthens this claim by showing how science news coverage can be 
analysed to give valid suggestions about the attitude and cultural leanings of a 
society. 
On the basis and methodology of earlier studies the present dissertation 
"Comparative Study of Newspaper Coverage Pattern of Science News in India and 
UK, 1987-97" suggests that The Times of India lagged far behind The Times both in 
the attention and space devoted to the science news as well as the efforts made to 
inform its readers. This difference is apparent from the kind and number of special 
correspondents employed by The Times. 
Comparative analysis of the two newspapers shows that in The Times the 
effort to present science news has been far more enthusiastic. From the number of 
stories published on science per week as well as the number of special correspondents 
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employed it is evident that science news was on the agenda of The Times. On the 
other hand, The Times of India appears to be presenting the science news as any other 
kind of news without taking much pain to make it more appealing and interesting for 
the Indian reader. It is, however, interesting to note that during the beginning of the 
reference period that is in the year 1987, sizeable space is allocated to agriculture 
science coded under the broad category of general science. This could be said to be 
India specific as two third of the Indian population subsists on agriculture. However, 
with time such stories became rare and got replaced by other topics such as 'under the 
sea researches'. Most of these stories were not written by the newspapers staffers or 
even provided by Indian wire services but were published as an arrangement with 
foreign newspaper syndicates. The indication is that there is no serious attempt on the 
part of The Times of India to cater to the tastes of its readers, for science news stories 
from foreign newspapers are published without any modifications or adaptations 
showing a preference for imitation rather than assimilation. This trend is also 
suggestive of the fact that according to this newspaper indigenous science is not 
worth reporting as nothing interesting or important is being produced through it. The 
comparatively poor coverage of science news in India is indicative of the lack of 
interest both on the part of the newspaper and the reader public. The lack of trained 
science writers adds to the already dismal scenario of science communication in India 
through newspapers. It is only recently that courses in science communication have 
been started by different universities in India. In the absence of trained science 
communicators, correspondents who do not have a background of science are often 
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compelled to write on scientific matters. Such news reports obviously lack an in-
depth analysis of issues and appears dull and uninteresting to the reader. 
It may be suggested that science is not yet part and parcel of Indian culture as 
is evident from the popularity of things unscientific as well as the space and time that 
it gets in the media. There could be a number of reasons as to why modern science 
has not been able to find its way into the hearts and minds of the Indian populace. In 
India it appears that despite the rapid development of science and technology, it has 
not impacted religious outlook and associated rituals and ceremonies. Our data clearly 
shows that such characteristics of modernism as questioning attitude and constructive 
scepticism towards traditional forms and ceremonies of worship prevalent in the 
second half of the nineteenth century in most of Europe and especially in England is 
still missing in India. The reasons for this are manifold; however, one of the main 
reasons may be the association of science with the British colonial regime and 
therefore viewing it as part of alien culture. Science was never accepted by the 
Indians as part of their culture and thus remained isolated and confined to the 
academia making it incapable of altering the Indian Weltanschauung. It is interesting 
that there was an overall acceptance of the benefits of science by the Indians. The root 
of the problem as is shown in the thesis lay in the lack of evolving strategies to 
communicate science to make it more attractive to the Indian populace. It can be 
further suggested that it may be helpful to develop an exact relationship between 
science and technology and the social problems of India, which may then attract the 
attention of the populace. This requires a concerted effort to promote public 
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understanding of science through various governmental and non-governmental 
agencies, including the universities. The UK acquired the advantage of marked 
improvement by promoting public understanding of science through scientists in 
government, universities, industry, and a new generation of science communicators. 
The media in the UK has demonstrated the importance of its role in improving 
scientific awareness with an impressive press coverage equaling a hundred articles 
and a hundred thousand words each week in London-based national newspapers by 
well trained and dedicated science journalists. Apart from mass media promotion of 
science more non-conventional and creative communication strategies have also been 
evolved to engage the public, such as Consensus Conferences, People's Parliament, 
theatre and dance. However, how much of these developments are due to increased 
efforts to promote public understanding of science and how much is due to wider 
educational and cultural changes require further research since the precise role of 
public understanding endeavours is yet to be defined. The people engaged in 
promoting public understanding of science often appear to be wondering as to what 
exactly they have been promoting over these years or what is it that needs to be 
promoted. It is not clear what needs to be promoted more - science, public 
understanding of science or mutual understanding between the public and the 
scientists. For instance, the public is yet to accept as beneficial the idea of genetically 
modified (GM) food. The present dilemma is whether to convince the public of the 
benefits of GM food or to educate the scientists that their research is not required. 
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In the words of Durant (1992), "In order to make sense of high profile science, 
the public needs more than mere factual knowledge - of atomic structure in the case 
of cold fusion, or of the composition of animal fat in the case of milk consumption 
and heart disease; and it needs more, too, than idealistic images of 'the scientific 
attitude'. What it needs, surely, is a feel for the way that the social system of science 
actually works to deliver what is usually reliable knowledge about the natural world. 
The public needs to understand that sometimes science works not because of but in 
spite of the individuals who are involved in the process of knowledge production and 
dissemination". The idea is that science at times appears to develop independently or 
has its own natural course to follow. 
The nature of relationship between the inner world of science, which has a 
very different value system, and the outer world of the public remains problematic. 
The gap between the two main players, the scientist and the public, to a great extent is 
responsible for the difficulties that non-scientists have in understanding science. The 
feelings of a sizeable majority are summed up aptly by Lionel Trilling, an American 
literary critic, "This exclusion of most of us from the mode of thought which is 
habitually said to be the characteristic achievement of the modern age is bound to be 
experienced as a wound to our intellectual self-esteem" (Wolpert, 1992: xi). Wolpert 
equally vehemently argues that science is very much 'unnatural' in nature and this if 
realised may help resolve much of the misunderstandings abut the nature of science 
(Wolpert, 1992). There is little role played by natural thinking or ordinary day-to-day 
common sense in developing an understanding about the nature of science. Scientific 
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ideas unlike common sense can never be acquired by simple inspection of phenomena 
as they are counter intuitive and not part of everyday experience. To cite Wolpert 
again: "The best and probably the only way to understand science is to do scientific 
research" (Wolpert, 1992: xi). It is unfortunate that science curriculum at schools 
encourages rote learning rather than building up an understanding. It therefore 
remains to be seen whether a softening of the scientific language, reform of 
curriculum and methodology in institutions, or a science based family culture or 
smooth flow of ideas between the scientists and general public will be helpful in 
eliminating the widely prevalent alienation from science. 
It is by now too obvious that it might be more helpful to make cumulative 
efforts in all directions to overcome the impasse. However the fact remains that mass 
media, especially newspapers, can play a more effective, enduring and wider role in 
influencing and educating the public on science and develop a healthier and more 
informed relationship. 
Recom menda tions 
Durant refers to Bauer's study "Science in the media as cultural indicator-
complementing survey with media analysis" where it is suggested that, "In the UK 
news agendas are more often driven by newspapers than by broadcast media" 
(Durant, 2000:16). Durant too is of the opinion that newspapers "...are free to take a 
strong editorial stance on key issues" (Durant, 2000:16). Durant's comment gives a 
lot of scope to the newspapers in the UK to influence the thinking and attitude of the 
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masses in favour of science and related fields. However, at times, in order to make the 
report interesting The Times seems to be resorting to sensationalism that trivializes 
the serious business of science and those involved in scientific endeavours. 
Boddington (2000) advocates a subtler and more informed approach to public 
understanding. He feels that there is a need for a clearer idea about what is to be 
achieved and is of the firm opinion that at the same time "...a strong evaluative data 
on what is happening and what works is needed and decisions need to be based on 
that data and not only on enthusiasm or inertia". 
The present study shows a definite trend in the difference between the science 
coverage in India and the UK. The difference boils down to much greater space 
devoted to science news as well as higher frequency in the UK as compared to India. 
The Times with its team of special correspondents provides a far more advanced and 
enthusiastic coverage but even then much is wanted in it as is apparent from the 
views of the above mentioned critics of media. In order to make India more vibrant in 
science coverage the recommendations for the media in UK may be assimilated with 
adjustments to suit its socio-historic-cultural context and requirements. 
Limitations of the Study 
This dissertation bears no claim to having exhausted so vast a theme as 
coverage of science news in the newspapers of India and the UK. Although the 
newspapers chosen for this study, The Times of India and The Times, seem to be 
fairly representative of the Indian and British press owing to their high circulation and 
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popularity, it may have been better if more newspapers were analysed. The study was 
restricted mainly due to the non-availability of British newspapers in India other than 
The Times of the reference period of this study and as this study did not have any 
financial support, retrieving articles from FT-profile or online newspaper archives 
was well beyond the means available. 
The present study is mainly quantitative and thus lacks enough qualitative 
dimensions of science news coverage of the two countries, India and UK. In order to 
ascertain audience interpretations of coverage the study should have been supported 
by more qualitative analysis and matching surveys. 
As stated in the "Introduction" this study is probably the first attempt of its 
kind. Considering the expanse of the domain and the number of variables to be 
considered the task is a challenging one and the researcher is sensible to the fact that 
much remains to be accomplished with regard to a fuller comparative study of science 
news coverage of a developing and a developed nation. 
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Appendix 
The Coding Frame 
A total of 581 newspaper articles on science and technology of The Times of India 
and The Times were coded according to the following frame-
Country 
Newspaper 
Place of publishing 
Year 
Month and date 
Category of science news 
Headline information 
Source of news-Author/Agency/Syndicate 
Page number (Placement of news) 
Number of columns 
Length of columns in cc 
Total space in cc 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
